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A College Championship,  
Our NBA Finals Expectations, 
and Dreaded Feature Creep 
By Tom Fitzpatrick, Editor and Verification Technologist

Welcome once again to our annual Super-Sized DAC Edition 
of Verification Horizons! 

There are two similar experiences I’d like to share with you before 
we get into the great articles in this edition. 

A few weeks ago, I attended the Ultimate Frisbee College National 
Championships to cheer on my son’s Georgetown team, who had 
qualified for the tournament for the first time ever. They were seeded 
19th out of 20 teams and didn’t expect to qualify at all, so most of the 
team, fellow students, alumni and parents were just happy to be there 
to support them. No one really had any great expectations going into 
the tournament. Yet to our surprise, the team did well enough to find 
themselves in a qualifying match for the championship bracket. They 
played really well, but unfortunately lost the game 13-12. 

I was struck by how everyone on the team and its “cheering section” 
was disappointed at coming so close to achieving what we all originally 
considered an unrealistic goal — even though the team had vastly 
exceeded expectations throughout the season. 

On the same weekend, the Boston Celtics, playing without their two  
best players, lost Game 7 of the Eastern Conference Finals to the 
Cleveland LeBrons (also known as the Cleveland Cavaliers), thus falling 
one game short of reaching the NBA finals — a goal that seemed as 
unrealistic as Georgetown reaching the championship bracket. In both 
cases, it wasn’t until the previously-unrealistic goal came within reach that 
the disappointment of not attaining it (at least in the moment) eclipsed 
the pride and joy of a season filled with the successes required to even 
get that close. 

As I sat down to write this note to you, it struck me that both teams and 
their fans experienced the dreaded “feature creep” that plagues all 
engineering projects. The project starts out with a set of requirements 
that the team works towards implementing and verifying. Then, as things 
start coming together the inevitable “why can’t we…” questions come  
up (usually from the marketing team), and we start adding more and 
more features that often become the bane of the verification team.  
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What may have appeared to be unrealistic (or even 
unnecessary) at the start of the project could,  
given how much has already been implemented,  
be added with just “incremental effort.” Of course, 
it rarely works out that way, especially for the 
verification team. We’ll see how it worked out  
for my son and his teammates a little later.

But now, on to the articles. Our lead article this time, 
“Comprehensive CDC Verification with the Advanced 
Hierarchical Data Model,” comes from several of 
my Mentor colleagues on our Formal Verification 
Technology team. As with all verification, what works 
at the block level sometimes requires an adjusted 
approach to be applicable at the system level. In this 
article, we see how this problem is addressed for 
clock-domain crossing verification, where developing 
an abstract hierarchical model for each of the blocks, 
including integration rules, let’s you verify the 
system much more efficiently than trying to do flat 
verification of the entire design. 

Next, we have “Creating SoC Integration Tests with 
Portable Stimulus and UVM Register Models,” by my 
colleague, Portable Stimulus Working Group cohort 
and all-around portable stimulus guru, Matthew 
Ballance. The article explores how the Accellera 
Portable Stimulus Standard (PSS) can be used to 
automate the creation of register-access tests at 
multiple integration levels by extracting information 
captured in a UVM register model. It also gives some 
great insight into the difference between test intent 
and test realization in PSS, which is a really important 
concept to grasp to be able to use PSS effectively.

In “It’s Not My Fault!” Doug Smith from Mentor’s 
Consulting Division walks us through using formal 
verification to improve your fault verification for an 
ISO 26262 automotive safety-critical design. The 
keys to optimization lie in reducing the number of 
faults to be analyzed and then being able to reliably 
activate, propagate and observe their behavior and, 
most importantly, being able to automate the whole 
process. This article will show you what you need  
to know.

 “Coverage Driven Verification of NVMe Using 
QVIP” shows how to apply the functional coverage 
and verification plan built into Questa® VIP (QVIP) 
components to verify complex protocols. The 
approach shown here is consistent with our other 
QVIP components and can easily be extrapolated 
based on your environment. In addition, the article 
includes a nice overview of the NVMe protocol.

Part 2 of “Power Aware Static Verification—From 
Power Intent to Microarchitectural Checks of Low-
Power Designs” (see Part 1 in our March 2018 edition) 
continues our discussion of power-aware static 
verification using the Unified Power Format (UPF). 
This portion of the article deals with how to analyze 
and debug the reports generated from static checks. 
I think you’ll find it to be a fairly comprehensive 
breakdown of this important technology.

In “Three Main Components to Look for in  
Your Emulation Platform,” my colleagues from our 
Emulation Division give a comprehensive overview  
of the critical components of an emulation platform 
and show how our new Veloce® Strato emulator 
fulfills these criteria.

We have several contributions to our Partners’ 
Corner this time around, starting with “Complex 
Addressable Registers in Mission Critical 
Applications” from our friends at Agnisys. In this 
article they share their experience in implementing 
several complex registers in mission-critical 
applications for their customers. You may find some 
of these to be applicable to your next design.

From our friends at Fishtail Design Automation, we 
have a great article on “RTL Glitch Verification” that 
shows how formal verification can be applied to this 
difficult and subtle problem. If you’re having glitch 
problems on critical signals in your design, you’ll 
want to check this one out.
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Last but not least, we have a jointly-authored article 
by Mentor and our friends at Codasip called “UVM-
based Verification of a RISC-V Processor Core Using a 
Golden Predictor Model and a Configuration Layer.” I 
think you’ll find extremely helpful this comprehensive 
analysis of alternatives for creating configurable UVM 
environments that handle different configuration 
options for RISC-V. A big part of their solution is the 
ability to generate emulation-friendly verification 
environments and take advantage of a few other 
tricks to maximize productivity.

I am happy to report that my son and his teammates 
quickly rebounded from their heartbreaking loss 
(much quicker than the other parents and I) and had 
a great time watching the rest of the tournament, 
cheering on teams that they had lost to but also 
befriended. Once again, I was privileged to see my 
son interact with his peers in unguarded moments — 
an experience I have greatly enjoyed over the years. 

If you’re at DAC, please make sure to stop by  
the Verification Academy booth (1622) and say, "Hi." 
We’ll have a full slate of presentations by users, 
partners and Mentor experts. I hope to see you there.

Respectfully submitted, 
Tom Fitzpatrick 
Editor, Verification Horizons
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The size and complexity of designs, and the way 
they are assembled, is changing the clock-domain 
crossing (CDC) verification landscape. It is now 
common for these complex SoCs to have hundreds of 
asynchronous clocks. 

As CDC signals can lead to metastability, CDC 
metastability issues have become one of the leading 
causes of design re-spins. This trend has made CDC 
verification an even more critical step in the design 
verification cycle than before. Naturally, this requires 
more time and effort to verify CDC issues and poses 
multiple challenges for CDC verification at the SoC 
level. 

• There is an urgent need to move beyond the 
traditional, flat CDC verification approach. Flat 
CDC runs on an SoC are performance intensive, 
time-consuming, difficult to debug, and tend to 
prolong the verification effort. The inefficiency 
of flat runs is exacerbated by a high level of 
redundancy in debugging as the same CDC bug 
may be replicated across multiple instances of the 
same module in the full chip. 

• The increasingly common usage of third-party 
IP and design reuse shifts the emphasis of CDC 
verification. Often the IP blocks have already been 
verified to be free of CDC issues (i.e., they are CDC 
clean); thus validating the integration of IP into 
mega-blocks and mega-blocks into sub-systems 
becomes more important. To handle complex 
designs efficiently, we also require a good 
methodology and mechanism to hide the internal 
detail of the IP while still verifying the integration 
comprehensively.

• As more IP is integrated together, reconvergence 
of CDC paths is becoming one of the most 
significant concerns in CDC design and 
verification. To avoid metastability issues, 
synchronization logic is used on CDC paths.  
This synchronization logic stops the propagation 
of metastability but can cause unpredictable  
propagation delays. As each CDC path can have  

a different unpredictable delay, the convergence  
of these CDC paths can lead to functional errors.  

In this article, we describe the hierarchical data 
model (HDM), which is the backbone of the Questa® 
CDC hierarchical verification solution. The HDM is 
equivalent to an abstract CDC model of the IP that 
captures the CDC intent of the block along with its 
integration rules. It is a generic data model that can 
be seamlessly reused across releases and across 
designs wherever the IP is reused. It can also be a 
performance efficient alternative to the traditional  
flat CDC verification flow. 

THE NEXT GENERATION 
HIERARCHICAL VERIFICATION 
METHODOLOGY 
We have developed the next generation hierarchical 
verification methodology in the Questa® CDC 
verification environment. It addresses the 
shortcomings of existing methodologies and the 
additional limitations associated with hierarchical 
verification. It deploys a systematic and accurate 
hierarchical verification approach that leads to faster 
CDC closure. The configurability and flexibility of this 
methodology ensure it can cater to CDC verification 
at different levels — from IP blocks to sub-systems to 
the entire SoC.

This new hierarchical methodology is based on the 
HDM. It has several important characteristics:

1. HDM is an abstract heterogeneous representation 
of a module. It is stored in an abstract object-
oriented database in a compressed format. 

2. HDM is lightweight and portable. It captures 
various information about a module; such as the 
CDC intent of the block, interface attributes, 
environment constraints, schematic information, 
integration requirements, and possible 
configurations. 

Comprehensive CDC Verification  
with Advanced Hierarchical Data Models   
by Anwesha Choudhury, Ashish Hari, Aditya Vij, and Ping Yeung —  Mentor, A Siemens Business 
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3. HDM is compact and fast for processing 
without losing any CDC related information. 
It is designed to store abstract netlist 
representations to support CDC reconvergence 
analysis at the top level. Hence, for CDC 
analysis, it has significant advantages over other 
interface representations; such as liberty, design 
constraints, timing constraints, etc.

4. Even though HDM is a binary database, users 
can decompile it anytime to see the internals 
and also override the interface attributes with 
constraints. Figure 1 shows an example of a 
decompiled HDM file. 

The basic flow of the proposed hierarchical 
methodology is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

Hierarchical data model generation  
during IP verification:  
During IP-level CDC verification, a data model 
is generated along with CDC results. This HDM 
contains all the necessary information about 
the block to verify and debug issues during 
block integration in the SoC. The IP designer 

can choose to generate the data model for each 
configuration of the IP. Also the designer can 
embed the integration requirements in the HDM. 
For example, if a clock port is expected to be 
connected to a specific clock generator module, 
then such connection information can be provided 

Figure 1: User-readable Version of HDM

Figure 2: HDM Generation During IP Verification
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during HDM generation. The IP designer can also 
control the visibility level inside the IP. If the designer 
intends to provide only the CDC model and hide the 
internal connectivity, then the HDM can be generated 
accordingly. Once the HDMs are generated for the 
intended configurations, they can be archived or 
passed on to the SoC team.

HDM usage in SoC verification:  
During SoC-level CDC verification, the SoC team  
only needs to include the HDM files provided by 
the IP team. All necessary information of the IP is 
extracted from the HDM and used in SoC CDC 
analysis, and all the CDC issues across the IP block 
are reported to the user. Also, the user is notified 
about any differences between the IP-level and 
SoC-level settings or constraints. The integration 
requirements specified by the IP owners are also 
extracted from the HDM and verified in the SoC-level 
CDC run. For example, if the clock port is not driven 
by the specified clock generator module then the 
violation will be flagged.

 
ADDRESSING EXISTING 
LIMITATIONS WITH  
HDM-BASED VERIFICATION  
We have developed and deployed constraint-based 
model methodologies for many years. Based on our 

experience with the existing methodologies, we 
were able to design the new HDM-based verification 
approach explicitly to address their limitations.

Parameterized IP support:  
In most cases the IP blocks have multiple 
parameterized configurations, each configuration 
having different functionality. For accurate CDC 
verification it is important to generate a hierarchical 
model with the correct configuration to be used 
in the SoC run. An SoC can also contain multiple 
instances of the IP with different configurations. It is 
the responsibility of the verification methodology 
to ensure that a hierarchical model with the correct 
configuration is plugged in for the correct instance. 
The proposed HDM-based methodology addresses 
this challenge by automatically selecting the correct 
configuration data model and alerting the user 
in case no match is found. This use model also 
enables the user to perform CDC analysis for each 
configuration of the IP and generate the HDM files,  
as shown in Figure 4.

Accuracy:  
The primary advantage of the proposed methodology 
is the data model, which stores all relevant 
information to ensure accurate CDC verification at 
the SoC level without any compromise on debug. Any 
complex crossing that can be detected by flat CDC 
analysis will also be detected by this methodology. 
Also, the reporting and debug capabilities match flat 
run behavior. For example, if the IP block has multiple 
fan-outs and fan-ins inside the block, then the CDCs 
for each fan-out or fan-in will be reported accurately 
in this methodology. In Figure 5, the IP input port 
is connected to synchronizers in the clk1 and clk2 
domains inside Block IP1, and it also drives the output 
port. Using the HDM methodology all crossings are 
correctly reported — two synchronized crossings and 
one unsynchronized crossing through the output port

Through this methodology, complex divergence and 
reconvergence issues can also be detected. Figure 
6 shows where a reconvergence issue spans across 
two different IP blocks. Such issues can be identified 
using HDMs of Block IP1 and Block IP2.

Figure 3: HDM Usage in SoC Verification
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Debug capability:  
In most existing hierarchical methodologies, 
debugging violations across a block is very 
challenging. In most cases, during SoC verification 
the IP block is shown as a blackbox in the schematic. 
The proposed methodology preserves the block 
schematic in the data model and displays it to the 
user. Thus the user can view the complete CDC path 

even if part of it is inside the IP block. Figure 7  
shows an example of a top-level schematic with  
a redundant synchronization violation across two  
IP blocks, reported in the SoC-level run.

Support for IP integration checks:  
The HDM methodology supports integration rule 
checking, which is necessary for IP-based flows. 
During CDC verification of the IP, designers can also 
provide requirements on properties that should 
hold during IP integration. The recommendations 

Figure 5: Accurate Crossing Detection  
by the HDM-based Flow

Figure 6: Reconvergence Detected  
by the HDM-based Flow

Figure 7: Redundant Synchronization  
Across IP Blocks Schematic Using HDMs

Figure 4: Use-model for Design  
with Parameterized IPs
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will be verified through the data model during CDC 
verification at the SoC level. For example, if an input 
port of an IP is connected to a synchronizer, then the 
user can specify that this port should not be driven 
by combinational logic after integration. Similarly 
if some port of the IP is expected to be connected 
to some specific module or specific clock-domain, 
the IP designer can embed these rules in the HDM. 
The proposed methodology will verify this property 
during SoC CDC verification and notify the user if any 
of the specification rules fail. This methodology not 
only ensures CDC-clean IPs, but also ensures clean 
integration of the IPs.

Figure 8 shows a DMUX synchronizer at the 
boundary of the IP block. The DMUX synchronizer 
is valid only when TXDATA and TXSEL are driven 
by the same clock-domain. The IP designer can 
embed this information through the “hier assume 
port” constraint, as specified below. The HDM 
methodology will ensure this rule is verified when the 
IP HDM is integrated in any SoC.

Configurable visibility inside IP:  
This methodology facilitates generation and use of 
each HDM with different visibility levels. For example, 
during generation the IP owner can control whether 
to expose IP internals through the HDM or not. This 
ensures this methodology can be used for encrypted 
IP as well as when the IP owner needs to pass on the 
HDM with the integration rules without any visibility 
inside the IP. In such cases the block schematic will 

not be available during SoC-level verification, and 
CDC issues will be reported up to the IP block ports. 
Also if the IP owner has provided visibility permission, 
the SoC owner can control whether to use the IP 
internal information or not.

Constraints-based methodology:  
The proposed methodology also provides flexibility 
to use a constraints-based hierarchical model. 
Sometimes the SoC-level verification starts before 
the block development is complete. In such cases, 
generating an abstract model for the IP is not 
possible. In such cases, IP designers can describe 
the HDM through constraints that can be used 
during SoC verification. The constraints can also be 
generated from an HDM file. So in this methodology, 
there is flexibility to choose the use model for both IP 
and SoC verification engineers.

Reusable CDC IP:  
The HDM is essentially a CDC IP that can be archived 
and used whenever the block is used in any design. 
Generally, IP and SoC development happens 
independently by different teams, often using 
different releases or different methodologies for 
verification. Also, after its development, the IP can be 
used in multiple SoCs across different releases. Every 
time the IP is integrated, the hierarchical model does 
not need to be regenerated. Once the IP is finalized 
the HDM can be generated and archived and then 
reused across designs and releases.

Figure 8: Example of Integration Rules for IP Blocks
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CONCLUSION 
In this article we presented a Hierarchical Data 
Model that is equivalent to a CDC IP. The HDM 
can be generated for any IP block with multiple 
configurations and can be reused whenever the 
IP is integrated in any SoC. The HDM-based CDC 
verification methodology eliminates the risk of 
missing CDC issues at the IP boundaries when IPs 
are integrated at the SoC level. It also ensures the 
requirements from IP designers are verified. 

The advantage of this methodology is that it meets 
the challenges of an IP-to-SoC verification flow 
and provides configurability to modify the flow as 
necessary. Because the HDM methodology has 
debug capabilities similar to a flat CDC run, it ensures 
much faster analysis of CDC issues at the SoC level. 

The HDM-based verification approach is more 
efficient than regular flat CDC verification, addresses 
capacity challenges of large SoCs, reduces 
redundancy in CDC violations, and leads to faster 
CDC verification closure. 
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OVERVIEW 
Writing and reading registers is the primary way that 
the behavior of most IPs is controlled and queried. 
As a consequence of how fundamental registers are 
to the correct operation of designs, register tests are 
a seemingly-simple but important aspect of design 
verification and bring-up. At IP level, the correct 
implementation of registers must be verified – that 
they are accessible from the interfaces on the IP 
block and that they have the correct reset levels. At 
subsystem level, verifying access to registers helps to 
confirm that the interconnect network and address 
decode have been implemented as per the spec. At 
SoC level, verifying access to registers confirms that 
the processor byte order matches the interconnect 
implementation, and that the boot code properly 
configures the memory management unit (MMU) such 
that IP registers are visible to the processor.

In this article, we will explore how portable stimulus, 
via Accellera’s Portable Stimulus Standard (PSS), can 
leverage information captured in a register model 
to automate creation of block, subsystem, and SoC 
register-access tests. 

UVM BUILT-IN REGISTER TESTS 
UVM provides a register model for modeling the 
register space – the available registers, fields, and 
their attributes such as address, accessibility, and 
reset value. The UVM library also provides built-in 
directed sequences that iterate through the UVM 
register model and check the reset value of registers 
and confirm registers are accessible by modifying 
and checking all register fields that are read/write. 
These built-in tests are incredibly useful at the IP level 
to confirm that registers inside an individual IP block 
have been implemented correctly. 

Attempting to reuse these test sequences at the 
subsystem level becomes difficult, however, because 
of the number of registers present in a subsystem and 
the fact that the built-in UVM sequences are directed 
sequences that expect to test every register in the 
design. 

Attempting to reuse these built-in test sequences 
at SoC level is also difficult because the built-in 
sequences are self-checking sequences implemented 
in SystemVerilog. In order to run on the embedded 
processor of an SoC, we need to have bare-metal C 
or assembly code.

By modeling our test intent with portable stimulus, we 
will gain the flexibility to partition our test space into 
multiple smaller tests. We will also gain the flexibility 
to target SoC level tests by creating embedded 
software tests in C or assembly. 

TEST INTENT AND  
TEST REALIZATION 
Portable stimulus separates two elements of a test 
that are most commonly merged in a directed test. 
Test intent is the high-level design of what to test. 
Test realization is the mechanism by which that test is 
carried out.

In the case of testing a register model, our test intent 
looks something like the following:

• Select a register from the register block
• Select a read/write field from the register
• Select a bit within that field to test 

The test intent described above is independent of 
whether we are verifying a block, subsystem, or SoC 
level design. It is also independent of whether we 
are targeting a SystemVerilog environment or an 
embedded-software environment.

Creating SoC Integration Tests with  
Portable Stimulus and UVM Register Models   
by Matthew Ballance —  Mentor, A Siemens Business 
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Neglecting proper constraints for a moment, our test 
intent for testing a single register is captured by the 
PSS code above:

• We have a reg_id field to capture the register  
we are testing

• We have a flip_bit field to capture which bit  
within the register we wish to test

• We have a reg_addr field to capture the address  
of the field in the memory map 

Now, without test realization to connect this test 
intent to a specific test environment, our test intent 
is pretty worthless. Ideally, we can design our test 
realization with portable stimulus in mind. Doing 
so allows us to design a common API that will be 
available in all environments. For example, we might 
specify that a method named testbit will be available 
in all environments, and that this method will test 
the ability to modify the specified bit. The function 
prototype for such a function is shown below.

In a SystemVerilog IP- or subsystem-level 
environment, we could implement this method as a 
task within a UVM sequence. The SystemVerilog task 
shown below uses a memory-access API to read and 
write memory, and implements the register bit-test 
operation by:

• Reading the current value of the register
• Negating the target bit of the register,  

and writing the new register value
• Reading back the register address,  

and checking whether the bit retains its value
 

In the example shown above, we will continue to run if 
an error is encountered. This is pretty typical of UVM 
tests. However, an embedded software environment 
has different constraints.

action m_subsys_regs_a {
    rand bit[32] reg_id;
    rand bit[32] flip_bit;
    rand bit[32] reg_addr;
    
    // ...
}

task testbit(
        bit [31: 0] addr,
        bit [l5:0] bitnum);
        bit [31: 0] wr_data, rd_data;

        `uvm_info(get_name (), $sformatf (
            "Testing bit %0d in register 'h%08h",
            bitnum, addr), UVM_LOW);

        m_mem_if.read32(addr, wr_data );

        wr_data[bitnum]  = ~wr_data [bitnum];

        m_mem_if.write32(addr, wr_data );

        m_mem_if.read32(addr, rd_data);

        if (rd data[bitnum] ! = wr data[bitnum]) begin
             `uvm_error (get_name() ~ $sformatf (
                                    "Failed to flip bit %0d in register 'h%08h",
                                    bitnum, addr));
        end
endtask

void testbit  (int unsigned addr, int unsigned bitnum)  {
          volatile int unsigned *addr_p = (int unsigned *) addr;
          int unsigned wr_data, rd_data;

          // Read the data
          wr_data= *addr_p;

          // Flip the specified bit
          wr_data ^= (1 << bitnum);

          // Write the modified value
          *addr_p = wr_data;

          // Read-back and check
          rd_data = *addr_p;

          if  ((wr_data & (1 << bitnum)) != 
                 (rd_data & (1 << bitnum))) {
                 testfail("Failed to flip bit %d it address 0x%08x", 
                 bitnum, addr);
          }
}

void testbit(int unsigned addr, int unsigned bitnum);
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The example on the previous page shows a possible 
implementation of the testbit function for an 
embedded processor. As you can see, the approach 
is very similar to the SystemVerilog version, though 
the specifics are different. One of the biggest 
differences is that, in this case, we assume if a register 
bit test fails, we will end the entire test.

Separating test intent and test realization is a 
core element of portable stimulus, and is key to 
enabling tests intent to easily be retargeted across 
environments. 

CREATING A SUBSYSTEM  
REGISTER MODEL 
Now that we’ve looked at an approach to capturing 
test intent and test realization for register testing with 
PSS, let’s take a brief look at how our UVM register 
model comes into existence. For the purposes of 
this example, let’s look at the very simple subsystem 
in figure 1. This subsystem has a processor, two 
Ethernet controllers, and two DMA engines.

A UVM register model was created for the Ethernet 
and DMA controllers when they were verified at the 
block level. These UVM register models could have 
been created by hand, but more likely they were 
created by using a register-creation tool as shown  
in figure 2.

Register-creation tools accept register specifications 
in a variety of standard (IP-XACT, SystemRDL) and 
non-standard (e.g., CSV) formats and generate 

various views of that register specification. 
Generating an RTL implementation of the register 
model saves time on design implementation. 
Generating a UVM register model shortens the 
time to bring-up a testbench. In all cases, ensuring 
everything is aligned with the high-level register 
specification saves significant time and wasted effort!

When we reach subsystem level, a register-creation 
tool may help us to assemble a register model for 
the entire subsystem. Or, we may simply take the 
individual block-level register models and assemble 
the subsystem-level register model. The code below 
assembles a subsystem-level register model from the 
Ethernet and DMA controller register models. As you 
can see, not much code is required.

 

Figure 1: Simple Subsystem

Figure 2: Register Creation Tool

class subsys _reg_bl ock extends uvm_reg_block;
         `uvm_object_utils (subsys _ reg_block)

         wb_dma_reg_block m_dmaO;
         wb_dma_reg_block  m_dma1;
         eth_reg_blk  m_emacO;
         eth_reg_blk  m_emac1;

         virtual function void build();
         m_dmao = wb_dma_reg_b lock:: type_id:: create 
               ("m_dmaO") ;
         m_dmao.build();
         m_dmaO.configure(this);

         m_dma1 = wb_dma_reg_block ::type_id:: create
              ("m_dma1") ;
         m_dma1. build();
         m_dma1.configure(this);

         m_emacO = eth_reg_blk ::type_id :: create 
                             ("m_emacO");
         m_emacO.build ();
         m_emacO.configure(this);
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Independent of the path via which our subsystem-
level register model was created, we now have a  
UVM register model that captures:

• The available registers in the design,  
and their addresses

• The fields within those registers and  
any access restrictions 

What might be surprising is just how quickly the 
number of registers accumulate. By the time we’ve 
created a register model for just two Ethernet 
controllers and two DMA controllers, we have 989 
registers with testable fields. Just think how many 
registers a full SoC contains! 

CREATING A REGISTER-TEST  
PSS MODEL 
Now that we’ve captured a subsystem- or  
SoC-level register model, how do we proceed  
to create register-access tests? First, we need  
to create a PSS model of the register-access test 
intent. Then, we need to connect that test intent  
to specific verification environments with  
test realization.

Creating Core Test Intent 
Previously, we looked at the core test intent for 
register-access testing: select a register, and bit within 
that register to test. This high-level test intent must, 
of course, be constrained based on the registers in 
the design that is being tested. The good news is that 
we have already captured all the information that is 
needed to generate these constraints in our register 
model. 

In some cases, our register-creation tool may be 
able to create PSS register tests directly as one of 
its outputs. If it does not, then one approach to 
automating creation of our test intent is to run some 
SystemVerilog code that iterates through the UVM 
register model and writes out our PSS register-test 
intent. The code below shows a UVM test that calls 
a class named regmodel2pss to create the PSS test 
intent.

The result is a portable stimulus description that 
captures register-test intent for our subsystem 
register map. The code shown below is the first 
portion of the PSS component and action created  
to test our register model.

         m_emac1 = eth _r eg_b lk:: type_id:: create  
                             ("m_emac1");
         m_emac1.build();
         m_emac1.configure(this);

         default_map = create _map( "default_map" , ' hO, 4,
                       UVM_LITTLE_ENDIAN);
         default_map.add_submap(m_dmaO.default_map, 
      'h4000_1000);
         default_map.add_submap(m_dma1.default_map, 
      'h4000_3000);
         default_map.add_submap(m_emaco.default_map,
      'h4000_2000);
         default_map.add_submap(m_emac1.default_map, 
      'h4000_3000);

         lock_model();
    endfunction

endclass

/**
* class: subsys_dump_regmodel_test
*
* Iterate through the register model and write out PSS
*/
class subsys_dump_regmodel_test extends subsys_test_base;
          `uvm_component_utils (subsys_dump_regmodel_test)

          function new(string name="subsys_dump_regmodel_
  test" , uvm_component parent= nulll ;
                   super . new(name, parent);
          endfunction

          task run_phase(uvm_phase phase);
          regmodel2pss reg2pss = new(regmodel2pss::
             Format_PSS);
          phase.raise_objection(this , "main");
          reg2pss.build(
         m_env.m_regs,
         m_env.m_regs.default_map);
          phase.drop_objection (this , "main");
          endtask

endclass
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Our action (whose name is derived from the register-
block name) declares three rand fields. The reg_id 
field contains an ID for the register being targeted, 
and will range between 0 and the number of registers 
minus one. The flip_bit field specifies the register bit 
to be tested. This field, as well as the register address, 
will be constrained based on register id.

The auto-created constraints above will ensure that 
our action produces a valid register address and 
flip_bit based on the register being tested.

In addition to automatically creating constraints, a 
PSS coverage model can automatically be created to 
ensure that we have covered all registers and all bits 
within the registers.

Creating Top-Level Test Scenario 
Once we have the core register-test intent, we need 
to integrate that into a top-level PSS scenario. While 
our core register-test intent was automatically derived 
from the register model, our top-level register test 
scenario will be created by hand.

component subsys _reg_block_c {
           action subsys_reg_block_regs_a {
 rand bit [32] reg_id;
 rand bit [32] flip_bit;
 rand bit [32] reg_addr;

 // reg: m_regs.m_emac0.moder @ 'h40003000
 constraint reg_0_c {
          if (reg_id == 0)  {
              reg_addr == 'h40003000;
              flip _bit in [0 .. 10, 13 .. 16] ;
         }
 }
 // reg: m_regs.m_emac0.int_source @ 'h40003004
 constraint reg_1 _c {
          if (reg_id == 1) {
              reg_addr == 'h40003004;
              flip _bit in [0 .. 6] ;
         }
 }
 // reg: m_regs.m_emac0.int_mask@ 'h40003008
 constraint reg_2_c {
          if (r eg_id == 2) {
              reg_addr == 'h40003008;
              flip _bit in [0 .. 6] ;
         }
 }

covergroup {
         reg_0_bits_cp : f lip_bit iff (reg_id==0) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..10, 13..16};
         }
         reg_1_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==1) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..6};
         }
         reg_2_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==2) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..6};
         }
         reg_3_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==3 ) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..6};
         }
         reg_4_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==4) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..6};
         }
         reg_5_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==5) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..6};
         }
         reg_6_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==6) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..31};
         }
         reg_7_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==7) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..5, 17..19};
         }
         reg_8_bits_cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==8) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..7};
         }
         reg_9_bits_ cp : flip_bit iff (reg_id==9) {
                     bins flip_bit[ ] = {0..2};
         }
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The figure above shows our test scenario, which is 
built on top of the core action that encodes our test 
intent. Our test scenario is encapsulated in a top-
level component, as required by PSS. We create an 
instance of the register-test component (subsys_reg_
block_c) inside the top-level component, since we 
will be using the action from this component. In our 
top-level action (my_subsys_regtest_a), we create 
an instance of the subsys_reg_block_regs_a action 
named testbit. Inside this action is an instance of 
the register-test fields and covergroup. In the top-
level action’s activity, we run testbit 100 times, which 
means that we will test 100 register bits each time our 
test runs.

Mapping to Test Realization 
Our top-level test scenario doesn’t actually do 
anything yet because we’re missing test realization. 
Fortunately, PSS allows us to easily layer in test 
realization without changing the core description –  
in this case, the subsys_reg_block_regs_a action.

The figure below, left, shows a test realization 
description for SystemVerilog that leverages the PSS 
procedural interface. The signature of an external 
function is declared, and that function is invoked 
from the exec block of an action. This style of test 
realization works for any environment that supports 
callable procedures – C, C++, SystemVerilog, etc.

In most cases, our bare-metal embedded software 
tests for our SoC will be written in C. But, what if 
we needed to create an assembly-language test? 
Fortunately, PSS provides a way to do this as well!

In the test realization snipped above, we are using a 
PSS target-template exec block to specify a snippet 
of assembly code (RISC-V in this case) that must be 
generated to test a register bit. The curly braces (e.g., 
{{reg_addr}}) are used to reference the current value 
of a field in the PSS model and substitute that value 
into the generated code. Doing test realization in 
assembly language certainly has its limitations, but 
PSS makes it possible when that’s the technique that 
is needed!

 

component my_subsys_ regtest_c {
           subsys_ reg_block_c         subsys_ regs;

           action my_subsys_regtest_a_a {
                  subsys_ reg_block_c::subsys_ reg_block_regs_a
          testbit;

                  activity {
                          repeat (100)  {
                                    testbit;
                          }
                  }
           }
}

package my_subsys_ regtest_sv_pkg  {
          function void testbit(bit [32] addr, bit[32] bitnum);
          import target function testbit;

          extend action subsys_ reg_block_c::subsys_ 
  reg_block_regs_a  {
                    exec body {
            testbit (reg_addr, flip_bit);
                    }
          }
}

package my_subsys_ regtest_asm_pkg  {

      extend action subsys_reg_block_c::subsys_reg_
                  block_regs_a  {
               exec body ASM = """
               Ii x1, {{reg_addr}}
               lw x2, 0 (x1)    // Load the current register value
               Ii x3, 1
               sli x3, x3, {{flip_bit}}   // Compute the flip mask
               xor x4, x2, x3   // Flip the bit
               sw x4, 0(x1)    // Store back the register value
               lw x2, 0(x1)    // Read-back the register
               beq x2, x4, 1   // Jump to the next test 
         if the registers are equal
                   jal test_failed   // Jump to test-failed
               1:
               // Next test starts here
               """;
               exec body {
                       testbit (reg_addr , flip_bit);
              }
      }
}
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APPLYING PSS TESTS 
Now that we have test intent and test realization to 
test access to our registers, we can begin running 
tests. In a UVM environment, PSS gives us flexibility  
to either pre-generate directed tests or run a  
PSS solver engine along with the running simulation.  
Both approaches have benefits and drawbacks.  
On the one hand, a directed test is easy to 
understand.

The UVM sequence above, for example, is very 
easy to understand, and always does exactly the 
same thing. But, we actually want our tests to do 
something slightly different as we run different 
seeds. And, we want to be able to easily partition the 
tens of thousands of register tests across different 
simulations running in regression. This is where using 
a PSS solver engine that runs along with simulation 
really helps. Running the same sequence with 
different seeds results in different behavior, and PSS 
tools like Questa® inFact provide dedicated features 
for dynamically partitioning tests across simulations 
running in a regression.

If we are able to use C in our bare-metal software 
environment, we can use the testbit function 
implementation and the PSS procedural interface  
to generate C test code, as shown above.

class subsys_regtest_seq1 extends subsys_regtest_seq_base;
           `uvm_object_utils (subsys_regtest_seq1)
           virtual task body();
           testbit('h40003368, 12);
           testbit('h40003348, 2);
           testbit('h40003348, 18);
           testbit('h400010cc, 9);
           testbit('h40001030, 7);
           testbit('h40001088, 31);
           testbit('h40003294, 17);
           testbit('h4000134c, 15);
           testbit('h40003258, 16);
           testbit('h40003254, 17);
 //...
           endtask

endclass

/*************************************************
* infact_subsys_fieldtest_c_test.c
**************************************************
#include "infact_subsys_fieldtest_c_test.h"

// User Data

void infact_ subsys _fieldtest_ c_test (void *ud) {
          test bit (Ox40003368, 12);
          test bit (Ox40003348, 2);
          test bit (Ox40003348, 18);
          test bit (Ox400010cc, 9);
          test bit (Ox40001030, 7);
          test bit (Ox40001088, 31);
          test bit (Ox40003294, 17);
          test bit (Ox4000134c, 15);
          test bit (Ox40003258, 16);
          test bit (Ox40003254, 17);
          test bit  (Ox4000308c, 7);
          test bit (Ox400030d8, 31);

li x1, 0x40003368
lw x2, 0(x1)    // Load the current register value
li x3, 1
sli x3, x3, 12      // Compute the flip mask
xor x4, x2, x3               // Flip the bit
sw x4, 0(x1)               // Store back the register value
lw x2, 0(x1)               // Read-back the register
beq x2, x4, 1               // Jump to the next test 
                if the registers are equal
   jal test_failed                   // Jump to test-failed
1 :
// Next test starts here

li x1, 0x40003348
lw x2, 0(x1)    // Load the current register value              
li x3, 1
s li x3, x3, 2      // Compute the flip mask
xor x4, x2, x3               // Flip the bit
sw x4, 0(x1)               // Store back the register value
lw x2, 0(x1)               // Read-back the register
beq x2, x4, 1               // Jump to the next test 
                if the registers are equal
   jal test_failed                   // Jump to test-failed
1 :
// Next test starts here
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However, if we need to use assembly, we can use 
our target-template exec block test realization to 
generate a fully standalone test. A snippet from that 
test is shown below, left, with tests for two register/
bit combinations.

 
SUMMARY 
Register tests are a very useful smoke test in all 
environments from IP to subsystem to SoC level. 
While the built-in register-test sequences in the 
UVM library are primarily useful at IP level, capturing 
register-test test intent in a PSS model makes register-
test functionality portable from IP to SoC level, and 
provides more flexibility in controlling which registers 
are checked in a given test run.

Both the input files to register-generation tools and 
the resulting UVM register model contain sufficient 
information to automatically create portable stimulus 
test intent. This makes it very easy for register-
generation tools to add support for portable stimulus 
tests. It also makes it very easy to derive portable 
stimulus tests from existing UVM register models, 
regardless of how they were created. 

So, portable stimulus isn’t reserved for only the 
most difficult of tests. Sometimes it can be applied 
just as easily and productively to seemingly-simple 
test tasks, like register-access tests, where it brings 
portability and saves duplicated effort. 
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The ISO 26262 automotive safety standard requires 
evaluation of safety goal violations due to random 
hardware faults to determine diagnostic coverages 
(DC) for calculating safety metrics.  Injecting faults 
using simulation may be time-consuming, tedious, 
and may not activate the design in a way to propagate 
the faults for testing.  With formal verification, 
however, faults are easily categorized by structural 
analysis providing a worst-case DC.  Furthermore, 
faults are analyzed to verify propagation, safety goal 
violations, and fault detection, providing accurate  
and high confidence results.  This article describes  
in detail how to run a better fault campaign  
using formal.  
 

ISO-METRICS 
The automotive functional safety standard, ISO 
26262, defines two verification requirements for 
integrated circuits used in automotive applications—
systematic failure verification and random hardware 
failure verification.  Systematic failures are design 
bugs found with typical functional verification.  
Random hardware failure verification is where faults 
are injected into a design to test assumptions about 
the design’s safety mechanisms to see if they work.  
Just as functional verification uses coverage to 
determine completeness, the ISO standard defines 
a form of coverage for random hardware failures 
called diagnostic coverage, which represents the 
percentage of the safety element that is covered by 
the safety mechanism.

Diagnostic coverage is computed by first determining 
the number of different types of faults in a design.  
If a fault is injected and has no impact on the safety 
critical goal (function) or output, then it is considered 
safe.  Likewise, any fault injected that can be detected 
or notified to the car driver is also considered safe.  
What we are really looking for are those faults that 
are either unprotected by any safety mechanism 
(known as a single-point fault) or are supposed to be 

covered but a safety mechanism that fails to detect it 
(referred to as a residual fault).  The ISO standard also 
addresses potential faults in the safety mechanism.  
Typically, an automotive design will have a secondary 
safety mechanism like POST to check the behavior 
of the primary safety mechanism.  In order to test 
the safety mechanism is correct, a fault must be 
injected into the design to activate the primary safety 
mechanism, and then a second fault injected into the 
primary safety mechanism to see if it still works.  This 
is referred to as a dual-point fault, which falls into 
the multi-point fault category (though the standard 
only requires testing at max 2 faults unless there is 
an architectural reason to test more).  Any dual-point 
fault not covered by the secondary safety mechanism 
is considered latent.

Once all the faults in a design are classified, then 
the ISO 26262 metrics are easy to compute.  Often, 
fault counts are rolled up together in an FMEDA1 
to compute the single-point fault metric (SPFM) or 
latent fault metric (LFM).  Alternatively, the diagnostic 
coverage can be computed as a percentage and 
then used in the FMEDA in combination with process 
FIT2 rates (λFIT) for specific failure modes3.  (See 
[1], sections C.1-C.3 for details on the ISO metric 
calculations). 

WHAT’S IN A NAME? 
Electronics in cars have always been treated as black 
boxes—when a part fails, the part is swapped with 
another.  So when the ISO standard refers to a safety 
element and a safety mechanism, they traditionally 
have been treated as discrete components, making 
safety components rather obvious.

Technology, however, allows us to squeeze 
everything into an IC, blurring the lines between 
a safety and non-safety related component.  For 
example, registers may be shared between different 
safety and non-safety related parts of the design.  

It’s Not My Fault! How to Run a Better  
Fault Campaign Using Formal  
by Doug Smith — Mentor, A Siemens Business 
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This complicates matters because only safety 
related elements should be used in calculating 
fault metrics, but by mixing safety/non-safety 
logic together, the entire design becomes a safety 
component.  The only way to justify removing 
non-safety related logic is to show there is 
independence between the safety and non-safety 
logic, which can be done using a dependent failure 
analysis (DFA).  Proving independence, however, 
is typically not easy, and including all design logic 
means injecting more faults than necessary, which 
will most likely dilute the diagnostic coverage.

Instead of identifying safety elements in an IC (since 
logic probably spans multiple modules), it is easier 
to identify safety critical paths that when combined 
together form the safety goal or safety function.  
Likewise, a fault may be detected by multiple safety 
mechanisms, any of which may amount to the fault 
being detected or perceived.  Therefore, on an 
IC, the idea of a safety element has less to do with 
module boundaries and more to do with related 
safety logic, perhaps more accurately referred to  
as a safety domain4. 

THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL 
Assuming all safety mechanisms have been fully 
functionally verified, then it is time to perform 
random hardware testing or what is known as a fault 
campaign.   Depending on the high-level safety 
concepts, multiple fault campaigns may need to 
be performed, one for each type of failure mode 
(usually stuck-at0, stuck-at1, or transient failure 
modes).

There are four steps necessary for a fault campaign.  
First, faults need to be activated.  In an RTL design, 
all nets, registers, and ports are possible faults.  
While this is a lot of faults, there are many times 
more in a gate-level netlist (in the millions).  The 
number of possible faults becomes astronomical 
when considering dual-point faults for latent 
fault analysis.  Practically, simulations take too 
long to possibly test all faults.  Instead, a random 

sampling of potential faults are chosen (usually 
several thousand), and simulated in order to give 
a statistically acceptable margin of error in the 
campaign results.

The second step is to propagate the fault through 
the design.  While regression tests can be used 
for fault injection, extra effort should be made 
to ensure that the faults actually propagate.  For 
example, if the design logic is in the wrong state, 
then propagation of the fault may not be possible.  
This either requires a bit of manual effort and 
inspection, use of coverage metrics, or turning 
a blind eye to the fact that the tests selected 
may have been totally useless.  In other words, 
simulation results may provide high confidence 
from a statistical sampling perspective, but they 
don’t provide high confidence that the results are 
actually meaningful.

The third step is to observe the fault, or indicate 
that the fault has been controlled or detected.  
Testbenches are great at checking and indicating 
failures; however, this can become a hindrance in a 
fault campaign.  Injecting random faults means that 
the simulation may go off into the weeds and failure 
out before the fault can even propagate to be 
detected.  Often, tests are compared with a golden 
simulation waveform (i.e., one without the fault 
injected), and the test is considered a failure if the 
safety outputs differ.  Unfortunately, the assumption 
here is that a different output implies a fault.  It is 
also possible that injecting a fault causes the design 
to go down another path that is legal.  Likewise, the 
safety functions and mechanisms may differ in the 
waveform, but the safety mechanism may actually 
detect the failure.  The test may be marked as failing 
when in fact it should be considered successful.   
Conversely, a test may end with a passing result 
because no checker fired, but the fault went 
undetected so the test should be counted as a 
failure.  Therefore, results need to be interpreted, as 
well as the fault detection interval (FDI) considered, 
which specifies a maximum amount of time for 
a fault to propagate to detection before it is 
considered unsafe.

1. FMEDA = Failure Mode Effects and Diagnostic Analysis,  
typically in the form of a spreadsheet.

2.  FIT = Failure In Time.

3.  Typical failure modes are stuck-at 0, stuck-at 1, and transient faults.
4.  A safety domain is not an ISO 26262 term, but used here to represent 

all related safety critical logic.
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Lastly, the fourth step is to report the results.  In an 
IC where resources are shared, the results of the fault 
injection need to be merged.  For example, suppose 
a safety function is composed of multiple safety 
critical paths through the design as shown in Figure 
1.  The fault has no impact on path 1, which would 
imply the fault is safe.  However, down path 2, the 
fault goes undetected by the safety mechanism, i.e., 
it is a residual fault.  In this example, the residual fault 
of path 2 would have priority over the safe results of 
path 1 so the merged result would be considered 
as a residual fault.  The priority of the faults can be 
inferred from the flow chart B.2 in the part 5 of the 
ISO standard[2].

 
WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER 
Working smarter is where formal comes in.  
Formal has to synthesize a design into a Boolean 
representation in order to perform its analysis.  The 
size of the design does not matter, but only that the 
design is synthesizable.  This allows the formal tool to 
be able to trace back the cone of influence of a signal, 

i.e., all the logic that can possibly affect 
it.  In the context of a random hardware 
failure analysis, a cone of influence 
(COI) can automatically prune out all 
faults that are structurally safe without 
requiring further analysis since anything 
outside of the cone is by definition 
classified as a safe fault (Figure 2, 
below).  Further, the cones of influence 
can reveal what logic is covered by a 
safety mechanism or not, indicating 

single-point, residual, and latent faults.  This structural 
analysis provides a quick classification before 
any fault injection is performed, which provides a 
worst-case or best-case scenario for the diagnostic 
coverage calculation.

Further structural fault pruning can be done by 
looking at the minimum number of cycles that faults 
require to propagate through the design.  If the 
propagation time is greater than the fault detection 
interval or multi-point fault detection interval specified 
by hardware requirements, then it is by definition 
undetectable and classifiable without further analysis.  
Additional faults can be pruned by constraining 
the design, which will cause the formal synthesis to 
prune logic just like a synthesis tool.  Lastly, given the 
appropriate formal engine, faults could be collapsed 
if they can be proven to be structurally equivalent or 
dominant, much like an ATPG algorithm.

Structural analysis is typically pretty quick, and 
results in a worst-case/best-case diagnostic coverage 
calculation are shown in Figure 3, above right.  In 
this example, 286 state bits reside outside of the 
cone of influence in this RTL module so they are 
automatically classified as safe.  Other state bits are 
classified as residual or dual-point faults, but without 
further analysis, it is not verified.  They are marked 
as unverified because structurally they may look like 
a particular type of fault, but there is no guarantee 
once the fault is injected that it will affect the safety 
goal or be detected.  To move these faults into the 
verified category, formal analysis needs performed.  
Assuming the worst case scenario that all the dual-
point faults in the safety function are residual, a 
worst-case residual diagnostic coverage can be 
calculated.  Likewise, assuming all dual-point faults in 
the safety mechanism are latent, a worst-case latent 

Figure 1: Merging Fault Campaign Results

Figure 2: Formal Cones of Influence (COI)
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diagnostic coverage can be computed.  That means 
if your safety ASIL goal is only ASIL-B (90%), then no 
further analysis is required for residual faults since 
structurally the coverage cannot be worse than 91%.  
On the other hand, a latent diagnostic coverage of 
20% is below an ASIL-B level (60%) so latent fault 
analysis is necessary.

 
BESIDES MYSELF 
Using formal’s structural analysis greatly helps 
with the first major challenge in a fault campaign—
reducing the number of faults that need to 
be activated.  The second major challenge is 
propagating the fault through the design.  As 
mentioned before, proving that a fault really 
propagates through a design in simulation is 
not a trivial matter.   With formal, however, fault 
propagation is guaranteed.  Formal exhaustively 
traverses through the state space, finding whatever 
path possible to prove or disprove whether a fault 
can propagate.  No manual inspection, hand-crafting 
of tests, or writing of covergroups is required to 
guarantee that the fault sensitized the path to the 
safety function or safety mechanism.  Better yet, 
formal does not require stimulus to be given to it, nor 
is a testbench required.  The formal tool automatically 
determines the stimulus.  In traditional formal 
verification, formal exhaustively goes down all paths, 
including illegal or undefined states, which results 
in false negatives.  For fault propagation, however, 

a specialized formal app called Sequence Logic 
Equivalency Checking (SLEC) can be used.

SLEC can be used to prove two designs are 
equivalent, but unlike LEC (logic equivalency 
checking), which checks only that the combinational 
logic between registers is equivalent, SLEC checks 
that the functional outputs of two designs are 
equivalent.  In other words, the designs can be 
implemented totally differently with different internal 
timing as long as their outputs are the equivalent.  
SLEC automatically ties the inputs together, applies 
the stimulus, and then checks that the outputs are 
the same.  SLEC has many uses like checking that a 
design was ported from VHDL to Verilog correctly, or 
that adding extra logic to a design does not affect the 
main functionality (like the use of chicken bits).

In a fault campaign, SLEC provides the mechanism 
to constrain the inputs without any user input.  The 
design under test is compared with itself, and a fault 
is injected into its other instance.  If the fault does not 
cause the outputs to change (i.e., the two instances 
are equivalent even when the fault is injected), then 
the fault cannot violate the safety goal and is proven 
safe.  Since the inputs are tied together, the formal 
inputs are constrained by the original design; i.e., 
only legal values through the design can be sent 
through the error-injected instance.  This eliminates 
any hand-crafted tests or constraints, and the state 
space can be exhaustively explored.

Figure 3: Results from Structural Analysis

Figure 4: Fault Propagation Using  
Sequence Logic Equivalency Checking (SLEC)
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Figure 6 Key: (SF = safe fault, SPF = single-point fault,  
RF = residual fault, and DPF = dual-point fault).

 
Injecting the fault with formal simply requires creating 
a conditional cutpoint.  A cutpoint is a net or register 
whose driver has been removed that becomes a 
formal control point, which can be used to create a 
stuck-at or transient fault.  SLEC also allows the use 
of cover properties so you can specify that when a 
specific fault is injected, a safety goal violation occurs 
and it is detected within a specified time interval.

Fault analysis using formal SLEC can be broken 
into three steps: (1) safe fault analysis, (2) residual 
fault analysis, and (3) latent fault analysis.  Safe fault 
analysis is where a fault is injected and checked to 

see if it propagates through the design 
unconstrained.  If the outputs remain 
equivalent, then the fault is proven safe.  
This is an easier proof for formal since 
residual fault analysis requires checking 
for a safety goal violation that is not 
detected within a specific time interval.  
Unconstrained SLEC is usually pretty 
fast, but most faults within a cone of 
influence are not likely to have no effect 
on a safety output.  As shown in Figure 
5, the safe fault increases since some 
of the dual-point faults in the safety 
function have been proven safe.

Next, residual fault analysis is 
performed using SLEC to see if all the 

dual-point faults in the safety function 
can be detected (Figure 6).  Anything 
not detectable means that they are 
not covered by the safety mechanism 
and therefore a residual fault.  Figure 7 
opposite, shows how as the faults are 
verified, some may be proven to be 
residual or detectable, which narrows 
the range for the residual diagnostic 
coverage.

 
DOUBLE TROUBLE 
When it comes to latent fault analysis, 
two faults need injected—one in the 
safety function and one in the safety 

mechanism.  That means the total number of faults 
equals all possible dual-point faults in the safety 
function multiplied by all the faults in the safety 
mechanism.  This is an astronomical number.  With 
simulation (or emulation), so many faults are probably 
not practical even using random sampling.  With 
formal on the other hand, the more injected faults, 
the easier the formal analysis.  Any time a net is cut, 
formal has more degrees of freedom to explore the 
state space.  Formal may be able to cut off huge 
ranges of state space without further analysis just 
by having the freedom to control various nets in the 
design. So for latent fault analysis, the dual-point 
faults in the safety function simply need to be made 
into conditional cutpoints so formal can chose any 
fault that would cause a latent fault scenario.   

Figure 5: Safe Fault Analysis Results

Figure 6: Formal Flow for Safe and Residual Fault Analysis
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Figure 8 shows 
how as dual-
point faults in the 
safety mechanism 
are verified as 
detectable, the 
latent diagnostic 
coverage range 
narrows to a more 
acceptable level.

 
HOME ON 
THE RANGE 
Of course, formal  
has its limitations.  
It requires a synthesizable design, 
which means some components 
maybe be black boxed.  State-
space and memory are the biggest 
limitations so typical formal 
techniques like breaking up the 
problem may need to be used.  
Likewise, it may be more practical 
to run on smaller blocks and roll up 
results into a larger FMEDA.  For 
faults that do not converge in formal, 
they can be exported to simulation or 
emulation (formal can even generate 
simulation testbenches that target a 
particular activity) to be run with the 
normal regression.

The ability to immediately produce 
a diagnostic coverage range upfront 
in your fault campaign is one of 
the biggest advantages of using 
a formal-based flow.  Formal also 
provides a better solution for the 
other fault campaign challenges.   
It can significantly prune the number 
of faults required for analysis.  The 
results are proven and exhaustive, 
which is not practical with any 
simulation or emulation flow.   
Faults are guaranteed to be 
activated, propagated, and 
observed.  No labor intensive,  
hand-crafting of tests and 

Figure 8: Latent Fault Analysis Results

Figure 7: Residual Fault Analysis Results

Figure 9: Latent Fault Analysis Flow

FIgure 9 Key: (MPF,DP = multi-point fault, detected/perceived,  
MPF,L = multi-point fault, latent).
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testbenches is required, and the entire formal flow 
can be automated based off of nothing more than 
a few inputs describing the safety function signals 
and the safety mechanism.  Lastly, adding dual-point 
faults or even random transient faults are simple with 
formal since it handles all the inputs.  All reasons why 
formal is the better way to run a functional safety  
fault campaign. 
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Verification planning requires identification of the 
key features from the design specification along with 
prioritization and testing of the functionality that 
leads to the development of a coverage model.

Functional coverage is an integral part in verifying the 
completeness of an IP. The key to functional coverage 
is to make an exhaustive verification plan containing 
coverpoints and crosses which are extracted from 
the protocol specification. This article explains the 
need for coverage-driven verification for Non-Volatile 
Memory Express (NVMe), and how QVIP achieves it.

 
WHY IS FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE 
IMPORTANT FOR NVME  
NVMe is an interface specification for PCI Express® 
based solid state drives focusing on low latency, 
scalability, and security. NVMe is a host controller 
interface and storage protocol that utilizes high-
speed data transfer between enterprise and client 
systems and SSDs over a computer’s high-speed  
PCIe bus; i.e., it is an application layer.

Key NVMe attributes:

• Support for multiple namespaces. Namespaces 
are quantities of non-volatile memory that may be 
formatted into logical blocks and referenced using 
unique Namespace IDs (NSID) 

• Queue mapping. For admin queues there is always 
1:1 mapping between the Submission Queue and 
Completion Queue and for I/O queues there can 
be 1:1 as well as n:1 mapping; i.e., N submission 
queues can be associated with a particular 
completion queue

• Support for 64K I/O queues
• SR-IOV 

As design complexity increases debugging a bug in 
the design code can become quite difficult. This can 
be avoided by making a detailed test plan covering 
all possible scenarios. Achieving 100% functional 
coverage would ensure that the testing has been 
completed in accordance with the test plan.  
An NVMe subsytem can be comprised of multiple 
controllers; thereby increasing the complexity of 
verification as design behavior is controller specific. 
Therefore, coverage metrics play an important role  
in NVMe as coverage should come out to be the same  
for all the controllers.

A coverage model is created for the bus traffic; i.e., 
NVMe transactions driven on a PCIe bus. Therefore 
coverage helps in finding bugs in the monitor 
component and helps in monitoring/testing of 
assertions as well.

 
WHAT MUST BE COVERED IN NVME 
(INCLUDED IN QVIP TEST PLAN) 
This next section gives a detailed explanation for 
items which need to be covered as part of functional 
coverage of NVMe and already included in the QVIP 
test plan and code.

Coverage Driven Verification  
of NVMe Using Questa® VIP (QVIP)  
by Anurag Singh — Mentor, A Siemens Business 

Figure 1: NVMe Over PCIe
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Controller Registers Coverage 
NVMe defines a register map for the controller 
indicating controller capabilities, doorbell registers 
for queues, controller configurations, controller 
memory buffer location/size registers, and more. 
Without the proper values configured to each of the 
controller registers, the design can crash. Therefore, 
a separate covergroup should be made covering all 
possible values for each of the registers and to check 
for design behavior.

Common scenarios for covering the controller 
registers can be as follows:

1. Default values configured to each of the registers 
as defined by the NVMe specification

2. Verify that each register returns to its default 
values after reset

3. Different types of arbitration mechanisms 
supported for command set

4. Verifying whether reserved values of registers 
return zero only when read

5. Ensure that application software (host) doesn’t 
access any region of memory of two or more 
registers

6. Transition bins should be made for value  
of registers (e.g., CC.EN) 

QVIP example:

The above coverpoint is part of the QVIP controller 
registers covergroup and covers all possible values 
of the enable bit as part of controller configuration 
(CC) register values. This scenario helps us verify the 
controller in ways which are:

1. Processing of commands and posting  
of completions

2. Proper design functionality in case  
of a controller level reset

Commands and Its Responses Coverage 
NVMe includes an admin command set and a 
NVM command set (I/O command set). Command 
covergroup is responsible for sampling all possible 
commands that can be processed through the 
NVMe controller, resulting in testing of the controller 
functionality. Stimulus is generated from the host 
side (BFM), which is processed by the controller. 
These results give information to the user about the 
tests which drive the DUT (controller).

QVIP example:

Coverpoint: Admin opcodes 
Bins are comprised of all possible admin opcodes—
like Abort command, Get log page command, Set/
Get feature, and Identify commands, etc.—which 
when sampled at the appropriate sampling condition 
would ensure correct behavior while processing of 
respective commands. The most important aspect 
here is the responses posted by the controller, which 
are covered with the help of cross coverage.

Coverpoint: Generic specific status values

Bins comprise all possible generic status values 
thereby ensuring that the controller is capable of 
returning all possible generic status values. Same 
goes for Command specific and Media Error  
status values.

Cross: Opcodes (Admin/IO) with status values.  
This would result in all status values being exercised, 
which can be posted by the controller for the 
respective command.

Data Transfer Mechanisms 
NVMe supports two types of data structures  
for data transfer with commands:

1.  PRPs (Physical Region Page) and 

2. SGLs (Scatter Descriptor Lists) 
 

Here, functional coverage would mean to  
check validity of these mechanisms with all valid 
commands. For the PRP case all the values in PRP1 
and PRP2 entries should be exercised, and for SGLs 
all type of descriptors should have been used for all 
I/O commands involving data transfer.

Coverpoint: - CC.EN 
   // Controller is processing commands  
        and posting completions
   bins en           = {1};
   // Controller is in disabled state and cannot process 
        any command
   bins disable  = {0};
   // clr – Controller level reset, Transition from 1 to 0
   bins clr          = {1=>0};
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Data transfer coverage will help users to know how 
data transfer takes place from the host to controller 
or vice versa, how PRPs or SGLs work, and check 
whether the DUT is functioning according to 
specification.

Some erroneous scenarios which should be 
observed while sampling could be:

1. SGLs used with admin commands
2. PRP2 list used with admin commands 

QVIP takes care of all these combinations such as:

Cross: is_prp1Xadm_opc  
Covers whether prp1 values have been exercised 
with all valid admin opcodes.

Cross: sgl_desc_typXio_opc  
Covers whether all types of SGL descriptors  
have been used with valid I/O commands. 

Submissions Queue/ 
Completion Queue Entry Fields  
Submission queue entry fields should be covered for 
all types of commands, such as NSID used for valid 
commands and BROADCAST value of NSID used 
with valid commands. The most important thing to 
cover are all possible command specific status values 
for all possible commands (Admin as well as I/O).

QVIP example:

Coverpoint: Log page identifiers (LID) covering all 
possible LID values

Coverpoints: Feature identifier (FID) values and their 
cross with Set/Get feature opcodes ensuring each 
possible FID for both the commands.

Completion posted for each type of command 
should be covered; i.e., all the entries in CQE should 
be checked for proper design functionality. Cross 
coverage here would be the most important aspect 
so as to exercise these fields for all types of possible 
commands. Scenarios to be covered can include:

1. Do not retry and more bit values for all possible 
commands, and if more bit is set to 1, get log 
page with error information log should be 
retrieved for checking of additional information 
associated with the command

2. All status code values of all possible status code 
types; i.e., generic, command specific, and media 
specific error values should be covered for all 
valid commands. Here one has to be careful in 
checking for which status values are valid for  
each kind of command

3. Erroneous scenarios for reserved status code 
received

4. Transition bins for values of phase tag value  
while posting CQE 

Queue Related Scenarios 
Queues are the most important aspect for  
command processing in NVMe. Test plan should  
take in account the following scenarios for proper 
design functionality:

1. Wrapping condition for queues (circular in nature)
2. Maximum and minimum depth of queues
3. Each submission queue can be mapped to one or 

more completion queue. Both of these mappings 
should be covered as part of design functionality

4. Erroneous scenarios such as deletion of I/O 
submission queues before corresponding 
completion queue 

QVIP incorporates coverpoints for each of the 
above scenarios and offers various queue related 
configurations in the testbench for design testing 
purposes.

Optional Features 
The NVMe controller includes various optional 
features such as virtualization management, Sanitize 
Actions as part of Sanitize Command, optional 
asynchronous event types such as firmware activation 
notices, etc. These optional features if supported 
by the controller should be covered as part of the 
design. One thing of significance is that if these 
features are not supported by the controller then 
all the coverpoints/crosses for that optional feature 
including command specific fields, actions, feature 
identifiers, and log page ids should be disabled; i.e., 
weight and goal should be zero.

A covergroup for these optional features can help  
the user find the missing features in the DUT.
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QVIP allows  
for user defined 
configurations 
for optional 
coverpoints/
crosses so as to 

ignore coverage if a design 
doesn’t support a particular 
feature.

NOTE: QVIP covers all the 
above scenarios by means 
of various covergroups 
which are created on a per 
controller basis in nvme_
coverage class.  

HOW QVIP 
IMPLEMENTS 
FUNCTIONAL 
COVERAGE 

Test Plan Format 
The most important 
aspect to verify any design 
is to make a functional 

   Figure 2: QVIP Test Plan Format

Figure 3: NVMe QVIP Test Plan (Controller Registers)

Figure 4: NVMe QVIP Test Plan (Command Covergroup)
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verification plan containing the items to be verified  
in design. The format shown in Figure 2 
is applied by QVIP when making a test plan.

Coverpoints/crosses are to be extracted from the 
protocol, and to ensure correct design functionality 
corner cases should also be taken in consideration. 
The main things to keep in mind while making  
a verification plan are:

1. What to cover?
2. When to sample? 

In figures 3 and 4 on the opposite page are snapshots 
for NVMe QVIP test plan covering some of the 
coverpoints/crosses explained in Section 3 of this 
article.

NVMe Environment  
NVMe QVIP includes a host agent and controller 
agent which are instantiated in the environment class; 
env_config defines the various host and controller 
agent configurations. During the build_phase of 
nvme_ test class we create the nvme environment  
and nvme environment configurations.

In the build phase of  nvme_env class:

The same can be done for the controller agent.  
Here “nvme_cfg” is nvme_env_config class  
handle which contains configurations for host  
and controller agents. 

Now, in the build_phase of nvme_test class,  
we create the top level environment class.

 
To set any configuration for host side:

nvme_cfg.host.(config to be set) 

Similarly for controller it is done as:
nvme_cfg.controller.(config to be set) 

All the required configurations are provided by the 
NVMe QVIP nvme_vip_config class comprising of 
various configurations for host and controller sides 
which can be used by the user for their DUT settings.

 

function void nvme_env::build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
  // Creating host agent.    
  host = nvme_agent::type_id::create(“host”,this); 
  // Setting Host configuration using internal set_mvc_config 
function.
  host.set_mvc_config(nvme_cfg.host);
endfunction

 function void nvme_test::build_phase(uvm_phase phase);
   nvme_env  nvme;
   nvme_env_config nvme_cfg; (Environment Config)
   nvme_cfg = nvme_env_config::type_id::create 
            (“nvme_cfg”);
   nvme = nvme_env::type_id::create(“nvme”);
   nvme.cfg = nvme_cfg;
endfunction 

Figure 5: NVMe QVIP Environment
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In the figure below, the monitor has the analysis port 
which broadcasts transactions and is received by the 
coverage component containing the analysis export 
for verification.

NVMe QVIP offers a monitor component which  
picks up the bus transactions and converts them  
into nvme_txn packets, which are in turn broadcast 
and received by various components, like the 
coverage collector and scoreboard. 

NVMe QVIP Configurations for Coverage 
NVMe QVIP consists of a coverage collector class 
which receives the NVMe transactions as broadcast 
by the monitor and samples the coverpoints and 
crosses accordingly. Now in an NVMe subsystem 
there can be multiple controllers with different 
controller IDs; therefore coverage is implemented for 
all of the controllers. QVIP provides a configuration 
for coverage for implementing coverage for the host 
side as well as the controller side. QVIP also provides 
configurations to enable specific covergroups for 
specific controllers.

Coverage is calculated for the host side  
as well as the controller side.

To enable coverage for host side:

nvme_cfg.host. (coverage_enable[for particular controller]) = 1;

For controller side:

nvme_cfg.controller. (coverage_enable[for particular controller]) = 1;

 
QVIP example:  
Suppose a controller doesn’t support the 
virtualization management feature (optional),  
then the QVIP provides the user support to disable 
all coverpoint/crosses related to virtualization 
management (VM) and excludes them from the 
coverage calculation.

This can be done in build_phase for nvme_test class:

QVIP comprises of a coverage collector class which 
is connected to nvme_monitor component and 
contains sampling logic for all the coverpoints/crosses 
which are part of a separate covergroups class.

QVIP runs directed tests for verifying the NVMe 
design and merge the generated UCDB files to 
achieve 100% coverage, as shown in figures 7 and 8.

 
CONCLUSION 
This article gives insight into the basics of the NVMe 
protocol; things which must be verified as part of a 
test plan. It also explores how QVIP is used for the 
verification of NVMe using functional coverage and 
what things are covered as part of the NVMe QVIP 
test plan.
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Figure 6: Monitor and Coverage Collector  
Connections Using Analysis Ports and Exports

// Disabling controller side coverage for vm feature
nvme_cfg.controller.coverage.en_cp.vm = 0;
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Figure 7: NVMe QVIP Flow for Functional Coverage

Figure 8: Questa GUI Showing 100% Coverage
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INTRODUCTION 
Part I of this article provided a consolidated approach 
to understand verification tools and methodologies 
that applies a set of pre-defined power aware 
(PA) or multi-voltage (MV) rules based on the 
power requirements, statically on the structures 
of the design. More precisely, the rule sets are 
applied on the physical structure, architecture, and 
microarchitecture of the design, in conjunction with 
the UPF specification but without the requirements 
of any external stimulus or testbenches. This actually 
makes the PA-Static tool simpler and a popular choice 
to verify various features of UPF strategies (e.g., UPF 
strategy definitions are correct, incorrect, missing, or 
redundant, MV cells are correct, incorrect, missing, 
or redundant, UPF strategies are present but cells are 
missing, or vice versa). 

Part I also explained that PA-Static checks work 
beyond UPF strategies. Part 1: List 2, Essential 
PA-Static Checks at Different Design Abstraction 
Level, is the best reference for a complete list of PA-
Static checks. In addition, Part 1: List 4, Summary 
of Information Analyzed by PA-Static Tool, showed 
that the tool may be deployed to conduct verification 
as early as the RTL with the first five of the listed 
information (i.e., power domains, power domain 
boundary, power domain crossings, and power 
states). The last two, the cell and pin-level attributes, 
are mandatory information for the GL-netlist and PG-
netlist levels of the design. As well it also revisits the 
library requirements and processing techniques for 
PA-Static tools. In Part II of the article, we conclude 
this discussion with a real example to analyze PA-
Static results and reporting, as well as efficient 
debugging PA-Static anomalies.

PA STATIC CHECKS: STATIC 
CHECKER RESULTS AND 
DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES 
PA-Static verification reporting of results are very 
straightforward and widely differ from PA-SIM in 
terms of format, contents, and representation. PA-
Static reporting is mostly text based; however, visual 
representations of PA relevant logics and relevant 
UPF objects on schematic viewers often adds 
advantages for pin-pointing bugs and fixing them 
quickly.  

PA-Static verification are mainly UPF strategy 
oriented, like PSW, ISO, ELS, LS, RFF, and RTP, etc. 
These are defined within the UPF explicitly through 
different UPF strategy commands, like set_isolation, 
set_level_shifter, etc. and their association with 
different power domains are validated through their 
definition and add_power_state or PST states, as 
discussed in Part I.

As the PA-Static tool conducts internal analysis on 
these UPF definitions and objects and formalizes the 
source-sink communication models, it is required to 
represent this information in an organized and simple 
searchable format.

While reviewing the PA-Static reports and results 
to pursue structural anomalies efficiently, it is 
required to fully comprehend the contents and 
context of these reports, the source of the contents, 
organization format, special terminologies, relevancy, 
and correlation between the represented information, 
and so on. Based on the discussion in earlier sections 
of Part I of this article it is clear that PA-Static checks 
are originated and relevant to the following different 
resources.    

Part 2: Power Aware Static Verification –  
From Power Intent to Microarchitectural Checks  
of Low-Power Designs
by Progyna Khondkar — Mentor, A Siemens Business
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List 1 – UPF and Design Object Resources 
Relevant to PA-Static Checks

• Power Domains, Domain Boundary, Domain 
Interface, HighConn, and LowConn side of ports, 
Domain Crossings, Source-Sink Communication 
Model

• The relevant Power States for Supply Sets, 
Supply Ports, and Supply Nets

• Power States from add_power_state or PSTs
• Design abstraction levels (RTL, GL-netlist,  

PG-netlist, etc.)
• Tool built-in MV and PA rules
• Cell and Pin-level Attributes from Liberty 

These resources are for presenting quality PA-
Static results, and they are very generic as well 
as comprehensive for any PA-Static verification 
environment. The organization chart of reports 
and results further depends on the analytical 
approaches and processing capabilities of the tool 
which can be best summarized as follows.

List 2 – UPF and Design Objects Resources 
Relevant to PA-Static Result Representation

• Syntax and Semantics of UPF definition — 
Revealing syntactic and semantic correctness 
of power intent in UPF files through referencing 
appropriate revision and release of UPF LRM 

• UPF Strategy vs. MV Cell – Revealing correct, 
incorrect, missing, redundant, and not analyzed 
cells or strategies

• UPF Strategy and MV Cell Mix – Revealing 
location, type, control signal polarity, library 
consistency, and PG-pin connectivity of the  
MV cells

• Power Supplies – Revealing MV cell relevant 
supply set, supply port, supply net

• Design Attributes – Revealing design control 
signals (like scan control), clock, reset, 
combinational logic path, etc. are safe for 
deployment of UPF strategy or MV Cells 

Considering the exhaustive lists of resources and 
reporting organization approaches mentioned 
above, it is required to represent PA-Static results 
according to design abstraction levels and on 

the basis of UPF, Liberty, and design analysis. It 
is also evident that static verification reporting 
is overly mediated through UPF strategies 
and corresponding MV cells. Hence, PA-Static 
verification tools are often considered as ISO, 
ELS, LS, PSW, RFF, and RPT, etc. checkers. Though 
the consideration is not wrong, the scope of the 
PA-Static verification are generally extended 
beyond checking only UPF strategies. The checker 
also validates UPF semantics and Liberty library 
consistency. 

Thus reflecting all the facts and features about PA-
Static verification discussed so far, it is evident that 
a standard PA-Static tool prevails at the minimum 
following set of reports for efficient debugging to 
fully leverage structurally clean design.

List 3 – Minimum Requirements of PA-Static 
Reports for Efficient Debugging

Power Intent and UPF Consistency Reports
• Power Domains (PDs)
• Hierarchical path of the created scope
• Primary power ground of PDs
• Supply set handles associated with PDs
• Reference ground of supply set

UPF Strategy Reports (considering ISO  
as an example) 
• ISO strategy name and Relevant UPF file name
• ISO supplies
• ISO control, sense, clamp value
• Isolated signals

PA Design Elements Reports
• PA Static Reports (Contents may vary 

depending on design at RTL, GL-netlist,  
or PG-netlist)

• MV and Macro Cell Reports
• MV and Macro Cell Connection Reports
• Power States and PST Analysis Reports 

 
The examples on the following pages show the 
practical UPF ISO strategy and sample results or 
reports for the ISO strategy (CAM_iso) checks.
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Example 1: Sample of PA-Static Reporting for ISO 
Checks — Snippet of UPF file for ISO Strategies

Explanation of UPF Strategies: The snippet UPF 
code contains the definition of the ISO strategy name 
CAM_iso. The ISO cell is an AND type (clamp_value 0) 
and is located on the parent domain of PD_camera. 

Example 2: Snippet of PA Architecture Report File  
for CAM_iso Checks

Explanation of PA Architecture Report: The snippet 
shows all PA architecture information, like PD, 
relevant UPF file, hierarchical instance scope of PDs, 
ISO supply, ISO control, type, strategy deployed 
locations, and instance lists of already inserted ISO 
cells that may be essential to debug ISO issues later 
reported in a static report file. 

Example 3: Snippet of PA Design Element Report File 

Explanation of PA Design Element Report: The 
design elements paths are listed in this report which 
are relevant to the scope of instantiated ISO cells.

Example 4: Snippet of MV and Macro Cell 
Connectivity Report File

Explanation of MV and Macro Cell Connectivity 
Report: The reports in this file are extracted from  
the Liberty of corresponding MV (ISO in this example) 
and Macro cells.

set_isolation CAM_iso  -domain PD_camera  \
 -isolation_power_net VDD_cm  \
 -isolation_ground_net VGD  \
 -elements {mid_1/mt_1/camera_instance} \
 -clamp_value 0 -applies_to outputs
set_isolation_control CAM_iso  -domain PD_camera  \
 -isolation_signal /tb/is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb \
 -isolation_sense high  \
 -location parent
map_isolation_cell CAM_iso  -domain PD_camera  
   -lib_cells {ISO_LO}

Verification Model File : isolation.v(4)
   Liberty Model File : isolation.lib(7)
   is_isolation_cell : true, File : isolation.lib(7)
   Ports :
     ISO_EN, File : isolation.v(4)
          direction : input 
          related_power_pin : VDD, File : isolation.lib(27)
          related_ground_pin : VSS, File : isolation.lib(26)
          isolation_cell_enable_pin : true, File : isolation.lib(25)
     I, File : isolation.v(4)
          direction : input 
          related_power_pin : VDD, File : isolation.lib(21)
          related_ground_pin : VSS, File : isolation.lib(20)
          isolation_cell_data_pin : true, File : isolation.lib(19)
     Z, File : isolation.v(4)
          direction : output 
          functionality : ((~ISO_EN) & I), File : isolation.lib(32)
          power_down_function : ((~VDD) | VSS), File : isolation.lib(31)
          related_power_pin : VDD, File : isolation.lib(34)
          related_ground_pin : VSS, File : isolation.lib(33)
     VDD, File : isolation.lib(9)
          direction : input, File : isolation.lib(9)
          pg_type : primary_power, File : isolation.lib(10)
     VSS, File : isolation.lib(13)
          direction : input, File : isolation.lib(13)
          pg_type : primary_ground, File : isolation.lib(14)

PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path7} = scope ~/iso_cm_s1
PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path8} = scope ~/iso_cm_s0
PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path9} = scope ~/iso_cm_o
PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path7}/Z 
PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path8}/Z 
PD_camera.CAM_iso-instance: {Path9}/Z

Power Domain: PD_camera, File: ./mobile_top.upf(7).
        Creation Scope: /tb
        Extents:
          1. Instance : ~/camera_instance
        Isolation Strategy: CAM_iso, File: ./mobile_top.upf(64).
          Isolation Supplies:
                        power  : /tb/VDD_cm
                        ground : /tb/VGD
        Isolation Control (/tb/is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb),  
        Isolation Sense (HIGH), Clamp Value (0), Location (parent)
        Signals with default isolation cells:

        1. Signal : ~/camera_instance/out_data, isolation cell :  
           ~/out_data_UPF_ISO

        Signals with -instance isolation cells:
        1. Signal : ~/camera_instance/out_data, isolation cell :  
           ~/iso_cm_o
        2. Signal : ~/camera_instance/camera_state[0],  
             isolation cell : ~/iso_cm_s0
        3. Signal : ~/camera_instance/camera_state[1],  
            isolation cell : ~/iso_cm_s1
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Example 5: Snippet of PA Static Report File

+============================================================================+
||                                Domain Crossing Checks Summary report                                             
+============================================================================+
 Check-ID                          Count     Severity      Description                                                      
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ISO_VALID                          7       Note         Valid isolation cells                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+============================================================================+
||                           GLS Checks Summary report                                                        
+============================================================================+
 Check-ID             Count    Severity      Description                                                      
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ISO_VALID_CELL_WITH_STRATEGY     7      Note          Valid Isolation cell and strategy                               
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ISO_VALID_STRATEGY_NO_CELL       1      Note         Isolation strategy with NO cell                                 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ISO_CTRL_REACH_DATA          3      Warning      Isolation cell with control reaching data                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+============================================================================+
||                              Domain Crossing wise static Checks Detailed report                                     
+============================================================================+
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Source power domain: PD_camera to Sink power domain: PD_mobile_top.
 Total 4(1*) Valid isolation cells
 2.1. Source port: ~/camera_instance/camera_state[0] [LowConn] to Sink port: ~/iso_cm_s0/Z [LowConn], width:1
 Total 1 Valid isolation cells
 2.1.1. Inferred type: ISO_VALID, count: 1
 Candidate Port: ~/camera_instance/camera_state[0], Isolation Cell: ~/iso_cm_s0(ISO_LO), Strategy: CAM_iso,  Domain: PD_camera 
 Possible reason: 'Isolation is required and is present from (PD_camera) => (PD_mobile_top)'
 Analysis link: [PD1_to_PD2]

+============================================================================+
||                                  GLS Checks Detailed report                                                  
+============================================================================+
+...............................................................................................................................................................................................+
||                             ---- ISOLATION CELLS ----                               ||
+...............................................................................................................................................................................................+
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
||      DESIGN CELL : ~/iso_mem_s1(ISO_LO)         ||
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
 CELL TYPE     : Isolation Cell
 LIBERTY INFO  : Model : ISO_LO,
  Verification Model File: ~/libraries/isolation/isolation.v(4),
  Liberty Model File     : ~/libraries/isolation/isolation.lib(7)

 CHECK TYPE: ISO_CTRL_REACH_DATA             
  STRATEGY        : MEM_iso, File: ./mobile_top.upf(68)
  POWER DOMAIN    : /tb/PD_memory, File: ./mobile_top.upf(8)
  SOURCE PORT     : ~/internal_memory/mem_ls_lh3/I (PD: /tb/PD_memory)
  SINK PORT       : ~/iso_mem_s1/Z (PD: /tb/PD_mobile_top)
  ANALYSIS REASON : Isolation is required and is present from (PD_memory) => (PD_mobile_top).  
    However ISO enable signal for UPF strategy reaches the data pin of the cell

Continued on the following page...
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Explanation of PA Static Report: This is the key 
report that summarizes the results of static checks 
specifically on MV cells. However, when there are 
issues and anomalies, the corresponding issues are 
clearly explained in detail in several subsections. 

For example, the results report ISO_CTRL_REACH_
DATA with severity Warning, which requires the 
reports to be addressed and issues possibly 
corrected. The ISOLATION Cells subsection provides 
every possible detail of information relevant to the 
issues for the cell with the following sub header:

CHECK TYPE:  ISO_CTRL_REACH_DATA 

It is clear that the issue occurred for a cell, which is 
Isolation cell, Library cell name is ISO_LO, strategy 
name CAM_iso, relevant power domain is PD_
camera. It also provides the source and sink port 
names, which are ~/camera_instance/out_data  
and ~/iso_cm_o/Z respectively. 

As well it identifies the source-sink communication 
models, which are (PD_camera) => (PD_mobile_top). 
Hence in order to resolve the issue, it is required to 
understand the inherent meaning of the “Mnemonic 
Identifier” ISO_CTRL_REACH_DATA. Literally and 
technically this mnemonic refers that a valid isolation 
strategy and cell are present from (SRC PD) => (SINK 
PD). However, ISO enable signal for UPF strategy 
reaches the data pin of the cell. 

The succeeding report files actually facilitate 
pursuing the static issues and are equally important  
in the debugging phases.

Example 6: Snippet of UPF, HDL  
and Liberty Connectivity Report File

Explanation of UPF, HDL and Liberty Connectivity 
Report File: This file facilitates identifying that the 
isolation_signal which is a control port [UPFCP1] 
defined in UPF file name “mobile_top.upf” line 
number 65, is connected to HDL [HDL1] port “is_
camera_sleep_or_off_tb” of design instance “/tb”, 
specifically (/tb/ is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb). 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+
||      MISSING DESIGN CELL          ||
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+

 CHECK TYPE : ISO_VALID_STRATEGY_NO_CELL      
  STRATEGY        : CAM_iso, File: ./mobile_top.upf(64)
  POWER DOMAIN    : /tb/PD_camera, File: ./mobile_top.upf(7)
  SOURCE PORT     : ~/camera_instance/out_data (PD: /tb/PD_camera)
  SINK PORT       : ~/camera_instance/out_data (PD: /tb/PD_mobile_top)
  ANALYSIS REASON : Isolation is required and is present from (PD_camera) => (PD_mobile_top). 
    However corresponding cell is not found, hence inferred

Cont...

-- This is the report of connections between UPF, HDL and
-- liberty files.
-- Format :
-- Hierarchical path of net/port [UNIQUE ID] 
   <pg_type> <LHS VCT> <=/<=> <RHS VCT> 
Hierarchical path of net/port [UNIQUE ID] <pg_type>
-- where :
-- UNIQUE ID : Unique id for UPF/HDL/Liberty nets/ports
--               UPFSN# ==> UPF supply net
--               UPFSP# ==> UPF supply port
--               UPFCP# ==> UPF control port
--               UPFAP# ==> UPF acknowledge port
--               UPFLP# ==> UPF logic port
--               UPFLN# ==> UPF logic net
--               HDL# ==> HDL port/net
--               LIB# ==> LIBERTY port/net
-- <= : LHS net/port is driven by RHS net/port
-- <=> : Inout connection
-- LHS VCT : VCT used for LHS side of connection
-- RHS VCT : VCT used for RHS side of connection
----------------------------------------------------------
/tb/PD_camera.CAM_iso.PWR [UPFSP2] <= /tb/VDD_cm 
      [UPFSN2]. ./mobile_top.upf(64)
/tb/PD_camera.CAM_iso.GND [UPFSP5] <= /tb/VGD 
     [UPFSN3]. ./mobile_top.upf(64)
/tb/PD_camera.CAM_iso.isolation_signal [UPFCP1] <= /tb/
     is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb [HDL1]. ./mobile_top.upf(65)
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Checking the “mobile_top.upf” line 65 reveals the 
following information:

Line 65 of mobile_top.upf: 
set_isolation_control CAM_iso -domain PD_camera  -isolation_
signal /tb/is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb -isolation_sense high  
-location parent

However, checking the actual HDL design, where the 
ISO cell “ISO_LO” is instantiated with instance name 
“iso_cm_o”, is as follows:

ISO_LO iso_cm_o ( .I(camera_out_data), 
.ISO_EN (is_camera_sleep_or_off), .Z(camera_out_data_ 
    isolated) );

As well this is also prominent from the information 
provided on the PA Static Report File, where the sink 
port is as follows:

SINK PORT: ~/iso_cm_o/Z (PD: /tb/PD_mobile_top)

Since the ISO strategy is applied at the output of 
PD_camera (~/camera_instance), and cell location 
is specified to be parents from the UPF file, as well 
as “ISO_EN” is the enable port for the ISO cell, as 
noted in Example 4 – Snippet of MV and Macro 
Cell Connectivity Report File, hence it is required 
to modify the HDL instance .ISO_EN (is_camera_
sleep_or_off) to correct the ISO_CTRL_REACH_DATA 
Warning. 

Once corrected, it is required to rerun the design and 
confirm that the ISO_EN or isolation control signal is 
connected to the proper HDL port or net.

Example 7: Snippet of PST Analysis Report File

Explanation of PST Analysis Report File: PST 
analysis reports either from PST states or from 
add_power_states provide the logical proposition 
of UPF strategy requirements as shown above. Here 
VDD_cm and VDD are power supplies for source and 
sink respectively, and there is a state where VDD_cm 
requires to go OFF while VDD is still ON. Hence ISO 
requirements are marked adjacent to the tabular 
format. Though this may appear insignificant for a 
small number of power domains and combinations 
of their states, but for a large number, this analysis 
report appears to be an accommodating resource. 

In addition, although the verification provides 
different severity levels, like Error, Warning, Info 
or Note, there are different schemes to handle the 
severity levels. Primarily Error and Warnings are 
subject to be properly addressed and fixed, while 
there are certain classes of Warnings which may be 
waived, suppressed, or downgraded to Info or Notes 
depending on the sources of the issues. As well they 
are usually resolved on a case by case basis. These 
classes of Warnings may broadly originate from 
DFT, Scan insertion, ECO, etc., since they are often 
performed after synthesis or after major MV cell 
physical insertion processes.

The primary objective of any verification environment 
is to achieve a bug-free design for implementation. 
Similarly, PA-Static verification requires to ensure that 
the design is physically correct in terms of power 
architecture and microarchitecture. It is evident 
that efficient debugging and fixing of issues, bugs, 
and anomalies are dependent on clear perceptions 
of the design specification, power specification, 
tool techniques, and methodologies, as well as 
comprehensive understanding of the reporting 
mechanism. Although UPF imposes an extra layer 
of physical complexity on PA design but static 
verification does not require a testbench,  

3. PD_camera -> PD_mobile_top [PD1_to_PD2]:
    Isolation: Required
    Level shifter: Not Required
      Maximum voltage difference: 0.00 V
    Details:
      Analysis between supplies:
        Source Supply: VDD_cm, drives PD_camera.primary.power
        Source Supply: VSS, drives PD_camera.primary.ground
        Sink Supply: VDD, drives PD_mobile_top.primary.power
        Sink Supply: VSS, drives PD_mobile_top.primary.ground
          Reason: Same source and sink GROUND supplies.
        PST used for analysis: /tb/top_pst

      +-----------------------------+-----------------------------+
      | State(s)             | VDD_cm   | VDD         |
      |                      | {Source} | {Sink}      |
      +-----------------------------+-----------------------------+
      | {ON}                | ON_1_0    | ON_1_0 |
      | {SLEEP,OFF}          | OFF       | ON_1_0 |Iso
      +-----------------------------+-----------------------------+
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stimulus as well, input requirements are simple  
and straightforward. The PA-Static verification  
is mandatory along with PA-SIM throughout  
the entire DVIF.
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A significant evolution is underway in SoC  
verification and validation. 

The complexity of SoC designs has resulted in the 
need to perform both comprehensive verification as 
well as system-level validation very early in the design 
cycle, often before stable RTL code is available for the 
entire design. This same complexity has also created 
the need for extensive internal visibility into the 
design to understand subtle problems that can occur 
during silicon bring-up. 

While the needed level of visibility can be provided 
with a model of the design, it requires sufficient 
execution speed in the modeling environment to 
run content that matches silicon tests to highlight 
issues. Hardware emulation has sufficient execution 
speed, full visibility capabilities and ease-of-use in 
model creation and model updates to span the entire 
range of needs throughout the life of the design 
development process. 

While the use models for hardware emulation are 
numerous, basic requirements and concerns are 
common to all users:

• Efficient bring-up time in days,  
not weeks or months

• Fast design compile and test execution times
• Thorough and extensive debug
• Flexibility to accommodate a wide variety  

of stimulus 

Moreover, while the core objective of emulation is 
functional verification, other aspects of verification 
and validation are becoming equally important: low 
power verification, power measurement, coverage 
closure, software bring-up, safety, security, and 
design for test (DFT), to name a few. Emulators now 
tackle issue-specific verification and validation in non-
traditional areas. 

Since these areas are becoming more important, 
the requirements for supporting use models, 
different types of users, and more teams with 
different verification and validation objectives is also 
growing. As well, teams are no longer in the same 
physical location, making remote location support 
an imperative. To satisfy these requirements, an 
emulation platform must continue to evolve. 

This article identifies the three main components 
you should look for in an emulation platform and 
describes the capabilities and advantages each 
delivers to the verification of SoC and system-on-
system designs. Whereas each component has 
its own strengths, they all should work together 
to enhance user benefits and deliver exceptional 
verification productivity.  

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMMABLE 
LOGIC ARCHITECTURE 
Ideally the heart of the emulator should be a higly 
specialized SoC with a customized programmable 
logic architecture. This type of chip delivers many 
advantages to users, including fast design compile 
and bring-up times, highly-flexible memories, and the 
ability to scale from small to very large designs.

Advantage #1: Fast Design Compile  
and Design Bring-Up 
Fast compile is extremely important, as this allows 
users to modify their design and build a model to run 
on the emulator. The faster the compile, the shorter 
the total turnaround time will be. 

In addition, the chip should be customized for 
modeling purposes, as is done with the Veloce® Strato 
Crystal3 chip. This enables faster design bring-up. 
The models created to run on Veloce® Strato are far 
more “tuned” when compared to what is done with 
other hardware emulators, which are based upon 
other technologies like commercial FPGAs.  
 

Three Main Components to Look for  
in Your Emulation Platform  
by Charley Selvidge and Vijay Chobisa — Mentor, A Siemens Business 
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The Crystal3 chip’s VirtualWires® high-speed  
network implementation delivers faster and  
100 percent-successful compiles of large designs  
in a fully automated way, which is key for faster  
design bring-up. 

This approach to compile and modeling depends 
on a set of integrated systems at the hardware and 
software levels that are constructed so they work 
to create models that satisfy timing closure by 
construction while adhering to HDL semantics. 

The Crystal3 chip has programmable fabric, but 
it is not an FPGA. The Crystal3 fabric’s distinctive 
architecture makes it the most efficient chip for 
emulation, specifically from a timing closure 
perspective. This is different from what is commonly 
done for implementation on an FPGA to achieve 
compile time and compile success.

The unique architecture of Crystal3 SoC delivers 
quick bring-up, quick turn times with faster compile 
time, and automated compile for large designs with 
100 percent success.

Advantage #2: Highly Flexible Memories 
The Crystal3 chip has modeling resources for three 
memory size ranges of memories within the chip 
itself. If the unique system-memory capability is 
also included, then the types of memory modeling 
resources increases to four. 

From a memory perspective, the issue confronted in 
emulation is that integrated circuit designs come with 
a wide variety of memories: they can be large, small, 
have different widths, different numbers of ports, 
come from standard libraries, or be custom made. 
Users who are modeling systems may also have 
discrete memory devices that connect externally to 
their SoCs. Users may create types of DDR and FLASH 
external memory devices that need a wide variety 
of support. Veloce also provides the mechanisms 
for modeling this variety of memories using a highly 
flexible software approach that can vary across a 
large dynamic range: from a simple memory of four to 
eight words to a memory of billions of words, as in the 
case of FLASH. 

The Veloce® Strato makes a broad range of memory 
modeling resources available. This improves ease-
of-use and ease-of-design-bring-up for modeling 
memories and utilizing emulation resources 
efficiently. It provides total flexibility to accommodate 
a full range of memory types so users do not have to 
force fit what they want to model. For both chip and 
system memory, the compiler automatically handles 
the process without intervention from the user thanks 
to a common description interface. Veloce® software is 
smart about detecting memories in RTL and matching 
them to the characteristics of the memory needed.

Advantage #3: Ability to Scale  
from Small to Very Large Designs 
Models built for emulation are designed to be 
mapped to multiple chips on the available boards in 
the emulator. The number of boards in an emulator 
ranges from one to hundreds depending on the size 
of the design under test (DUT). The VirtualWires® 
high-speed network allows the emulator to move 
data between the chips and boards to optimize and 
streamline the emulator for best use. 

Emulation performance is impacted by both the 
bandwidth and the latency of the network connecting 
the chips and boards. For most designs, the most 
important aspect for performance is latency because 
many design paths are distributed across multiple 
chips and traverse the network multiple times in a 
design cycle. Bandwidth in the network effect on 
performance for large and highly connected designs, 
 

Figure 1: Crystal3 Block Diagram
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where a large amount of data must typically move in 
and out of emulation boards or between connected 
emulators. 

At the system level, Veloce® Strato uses a network 
that has a mix of direct connections that are 
close together as well as indirect programmable 
connections across board and system boundaries. 
This means that a large majority of the chip 
connections are handled by direct low latency 
connections, but the emulation can also handle large 
designs where there is a need to interconnect more 
remote resources through intermediate switching. 

The network infrastructure inside the Crystal3 chip 
is both an end-point and a switching device. Some 
Crystal3 chips only serve as switching devices, and 
some serve as both the end-points to source and 
receive data as well as intermediate switching for 
traffic between other chips. Most connections are 
directly drawn from Crystal3-to-Crystal3 chips, end-
point to end-point. Other connections go through 
one or more intermediate chips that allow data to 
arrive at its ultimate location. These attributes are 
what make the Crystal3 chip the foundation for an 
extremely flexible, multi-user model—allowing a 
design to be compiled to a wide array of physical 
resources and mapped to multiple boards. It delivers 
total flexibility for moving designs around to many 
different places in the emulation system to maximize 
the use of available resources, without requiring 
recompilation. The networking structure of the 
Crystal3 chip lets this happen (dynamic remapping), 
and it enables enterprise-level resource utilization. 
This underlying technology is unique to the  
Veloce® Strato emulation platform. 

SPECIALIZED OPERATING  
SYSTEM AND APPS 
The emulation platform operating system and the 
software-based applications that run on it should 
enable platform-independent, fully automated,  
fast compilation, modern debug methods and 
numerous verification use modes. This establishes  
the foundation for a multi-user, multi-project 
approach and modular resource access that leads  
to high verification productivity.

  
Advantage #1: Ease of Design Bring-Up 
The emulator compiler software enhances the user’s 
design bring-up experience. It supports a broad 
set of modeling constructs commonly used for 
building verification environments, which minimizes 
the changes required by the user to build emulation 
models. This dramatically improves design bring-
up time and the user experience. Veloce® Strato OS 
automatically exploits modeling resources built into 
the Crystal3 chip (e.g., different types of memories 
and CAMs) for mapping designs to the emulator 
without requiring remodeling. Faster design bring-
up leads to more time for verification and fewer 
dedicated engineers for building emulation models. 
Together, these features make the emulator a 
verification platform for everyone, not just  
emulation experts.

Advantage #2: XRTL Transactor Modeling 
With the advent of high-speed, scalable, co-model 
architectures and virtual emulation capabilities, 
emulators are becoming the verification hub for pre-
silicon verification, post-silicon debug, and everything 
in between. Virtual solutions provide access to 
complete software/SoC co-verification via a diverse 
set of both general and segment specific protocols; 
such as PCIe, Ethernet, USB, MIPI, SATA, and CAN. 
Transactor modeling capabilities are provided at the 
xRTL compilation stage, which supports transactors 
compliant with the SCEMI standard and a large set of 
additional modeling capabilities. This facilitates rapid 
creation and customization of transactor solutions. It 
also allows for a broad portfolio of solution offerings 
as well as a means to implement user developed, 
protocol-specific transactors. 

Figure 2: The Veloce® Strato OS
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Transactor-based connections between emulation 
and software are used for much more than stimulus, 
as shown in Figure 3. For instance, they can be used 
for debug by employing a number of mechanisms 
that make signal access at unlimited depth 
possible via co-model data streaming. They can 
also be used for advanced applications like power 
analysis and DFT. For example, metadata can be 
exchanged between the emulator and the software 
for application- layer interlock, or data can be 
extracted from the design and used in a verification 
methodology based on Universal Verification 
Methodology (UVM) monitors. Coverage data 
(dynamic coverage closure) can also be extracted for 
things like system-level analysis, toggle analysis and 
cryptographic hardness.

Transactor-based connections can also be heavily 
involved in creative software debug methodologies. 
Offline debug of processors, hybrid systems and 
communication links between software and the 
DUT allow for the use of advanced debug methods 
and trace streaming iterations. Co-models can also 
be used in conjunction with virtual or hardware-
based JTAG probe methodologies. Today, co-model 
channels permit specific software protocol analyzers 
for any number of protocols in storage, networking, 
Wi-Fi, cellular, automotive, multimedia, and mobile 
applications, to name just a few.

 

Advantage #3: Fast, Complete Debug Visibility 
The Veloce® Crystal3 chip comes with a dedicated 
resource, the Trace, which is used to capture the set of 
information that is necessary to determine the value 
of all design signals for all time stamps. The chip-
level data is further processed with specific software 
to get all the signal values. This is a complex task to 
solve because of the required integration between 
chip and software. Technology in the Crystal3 chip 
allows smart data capture for full visibility to enable 
fast and detailed debug. With this smart trace capture 
technology, the capture of signals happens faster 
and does not consume modeling resources, impact 
performance, or reduce capacity. The combination 
of smart trace capture and on-demand waveform 
generation features offer fast access to waveforms 
for debug and an infrastructure to do efficient and 
accurate power and performance computation for 
long emulation runs. 

SCALABLE, ENTERPRISE-CLASS 
HARDWARE 
The Veloce® Strato emulation platform is a true 
enterprise class verification and validation solution, 
scalable to accept very large designs (up to 15 billion 
gates) and a large number of simultaneous users that 
can connect from anywhere in the world, 24/7. The 
modular architecture was designed to support a very 
large number of small designs or support medium 
to very large designs by combining resources. This is 
done without affecting runtime performance, design 
loading, or memory/runtime operations. The emulator 
hardware must be equipped with technology to 
efficiently support and enable traditional In-Circuit 
Emulation (ICE), software testbench acceleration 
(UVM/SV/SC, etc.), virtual emulation, software/
firmware development, and power and performance 
analysis. This provides a common solution that spans 
from very early design conceptualization, through 
RTL coding and verification, to complex post-silicon 
debug.

Advantage #1: Scalability 
The emulator chassis architecture should offer on-
demand scalability as the size of designs, number of 
users, and use modes increase. Modeling capability is 
provided via logic boards that offer about 40 million 
gates and represent the granularity for incremental 

Figure 3: Typical Solution Block Level Diagram
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design capacity as well as aggregate system capacity. 
For example, the Veloce® Strato chassis comes in 
three configurations, offering peak capacities of 
0.6, 1.25 and 2.5 billion gates (BG), each in a single 
monolithic chassis. The chassis configurations 
are extensible, allowing a 600 MG system to be 
expanded to 1.25 BG and a 1.25 BG system to be 
expanded to 2.5 BG, while preserving the original 
chassis investment. The Veloce® Strato logic boards 
plug into an active back plane that delivers a highly 
reliable system with no performance degradation 
even as designs grow from 40 MG to 2.5 BG. The 
system maps designs to any available logic board or 
combination of logic boards.

Advantage #2: Multi-User and Global Resource 
The emulator must be a shared, multi-user resource. 
Logic boards are connected together through a 
switching system where a design need be compiled 
only once to target a set of virtual logic boards. 
At runtime, the compiled design database can be 
mapped on a nearly arbitrary set of physical logic 
boards. The switching system is configured to create 
the expected connectivity between the physical  
logic boards.

Multiple models used for many tasks by multiple 
groups often result in a heterogeneous workload 
consisting of jobs of mixed sizes and durations. 
The emulator architecture must allow for greater 
flexibility in finding optimal resources dynamically 
(disparate/orientations) without recompilation. Thus, 
the platform can support hundreds of simultaneous 
users running jobs in parallel. For example, the 
Veloce® Enterprise Server (ES) App makes access 
to emulation resources transparent to the user. In 
addition, the Veloce® ES App delivers suspend and 
resume functionality that allows the scheduling of 
high priority, time-critical jobs. This is achieved by 
suspending the low-priority jobs that are currently 
running. Once the high priority jobs are complete, 
the low-priority jobs are restarted from the same 
emulation time point where they were suspended. 
This makes the emulation platform a data center 
resource accessed by distributed teams  
worldwide, 24x7.

Advantage #3: High Performance  
and Flexible Co-Model Infrastructure 
The emulator should have a high-bandwidth, 
low-latency communication channel between the 
emulation platform and a set of host workstations 
used for executing software stimuli. At a physical 
level, the channel is distributed so that multiple 
users each have access to a distinct communication 
channel. For large designs, many channels can be 
automatically used, aggregating both communication 
bandwidth and host processing power to provide 
scalable resources for the most demanding stimulus 
requirements — such as the ones we see with large 
Ethernet switching design testbenches. This flexible 
approach also provides mixed use of communication 
channels between stimulus and advanced debug 
capabilities.

Advantage #4: Stimulus Options  
(Acceleration, ICE, and Virtual) 
The emulator must provide design model access 
to a variety of stimulus, whether designs consume 
a single logic board or hundreds of logic boards. 
ICE targets (which are physical devices) interact 
with logic boards through the multi-user switching 
system. This allows specific ICE targets to be flexibly 
connected to models on any set of logic boards. In 
addition, as indicated above, any collection of logic 
boards has access to a proportional quantity of 
host communication transactor channels. These can 
connect, in turn, to HVL simulation environments to 
perform acceleration, high-level virtual solutions, 
hybrid ISS CPU virtual models, and a multitude of 
other possible stimulus formats. Individual designs 
can mix stimulus from both ICE and virtual stimulus 
sources. Host-based stimulus can be changed in 
nearly zero time when re-assigning logic resources 
from one user design to another.

Advantage #5: Full, Faster, and Smarter Debug 
The emulator should provide a variety of services — 
such as clock control, line break point, triggering, 
checkpoint save/restore, and record/replay — which, 
when combined with native, full (100%) visibility and 
streaming waveform data capture (as described 
above), support highly sophisticated and effective 
debug flows.
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Both virtual stimulus and ICE are required to 
deterministically repeat test execution and restart 
from the middle or even the end of a long run while 
repeating prior behavior identically. This allows full 
visibility at unlimited depth for any use mode or form 
of stimulus. The emulator must be able to compile 
assertions natively as well as other protocol monitors 
and checkers modeled using xRTL. These debug aids 
can be selectively enabled on any desired run, and 
they can also be enabled during test re-execution 
from a middle timepoint even if they were not active 
during the initial run.

CONCLUSION 
These three main components of an emulation 
platform — the chip, the OS software, and the 
hardware — form the foundation for a state-of-the-
art hardware emulation platform. No other emulator 
on the market matches Veloce® Strato in terms 
of scalability, versatility, and proven technology 
advantages. No other emulator on the market 
embodies these three components more than the 
Veloce® Strato, which delivers the highest efficiency 
and value and lowest cost of ownership on the 
market.
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INTRODUCTION 
Design complexity is increasing proportionally with 
advancing technology. Reusing the same design in 
different applications and for multiple configurations 
are ways to deal with this complexity. Often this leads 
to the addressable registers in a design becoming 
more complex as well to support a multitude of 
functionalities.

Unlike simple addressable registers, complex 
addressable registers are not easy to implement in 
UVM and RTL using a simple script or an off-the-shelf 
generator. These complex addressable registers 
have special functionalities based on the particular 
application and are used to control various aspects of 
the design. 

Often such registers are used in mission-critical 
applications. If a designer uses a simple script to 
create the RTL, they will need to change the RTL 
and UVM code manually to describe the complex 
registers, then re-simulate and verify the RTL.

Additionally, complex registers may have side-
effects. They may interact with other register fields or 
hardware signals, and they may have parameterized 
fields and their width may be wider than the software 
bus, making it non-atomic to read/write.

In this article, we will discuss some complex registers 
that we have seen our customers use in mission-
critical applications.

The following register types are discussed: 

•    Memory-based registers
•    Trigger buffer registers
•    Interrupt registers
•    Lock registers
•    Triple modular redundancy registers

MEMORY BASED REGISTERS 
Memory is a continuous space for reading and 
writing the data with a different location depth. 
Memory locations can be used for multiple purposes 
besides storing data. With the scope of applications 
increasing, it’s not only the master that writes and 
reads the memory with a bus function model. The 
memory can also be read and written through virtual 
registers. Each of the memory based virtual registers 
is mapped to a specific location of the memory.

The memory-based registers can also be used as 
counters that can be preset or reset from other 
registers and that can access memory.

The functioning of virtual registers can be explained 
using this block diagram. A RAM is attached to the 
bus slave via a memory interface. SW is the master 
side interface with the AXI bus (any other bus can 
be used). VirtualRAMRegGrp is a group of virtual 
registers with a number of registers either the same 
as memory depth or a portion of memory. Memory 
can either transact with the master via a bus or 
can transact with the virtual register group. In a 
testbench (UVM), the virtual registers are mapped 
to the RAM. When we write in the virtual register, 
the corresponding memory location is also updated 
and we can read the same data from the memory 
location. In the same way, if we write data in a 

Complex Addressable Registers  
in Mission Critical Applications  
by Ishanee Bajpai — AGNISYS

Figure 1: Block Diagram — Virtual Registers
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memory location, we can read the same data from a 
corresponding virtual register. Thusly, an alternative 
way of transacting with the memory is achieved by 
using virtual registers.

Application: This is useful for application 
programmers who find it easy to access memory 
locations through relevant named registers. It also 
helps in creating a UVM testbench where we need to 
edit registers or memory via other virtual registers. 

TRIGGER BUFFER REGISTERS 
Sometimes it is required that a register with size 
greater than the bus width is written and read as one 
atomic unit from the hardware side. Such a register 
is written/read sequentially from the software side. 
This can be achieved by creating an N-register buffer 
in the memory space that is associated with a trigger 
event. 

When the trigger event occurs, the write/read 
happens to/from the buffer to the actual register that 
is available to the hardware side. The trigger event 
can be a read/write to either the Least Significant or 
the Most Significant register. 

Application: An application of a trigger buffer 
register is in counters. The up/down counter with size 
equal to the maximum register width at the threshold 
condition (generates carry for up counter or borrows 
one bit for down counter) may need one or more 
other bits that act as a trigger. 

INTERRUPT REGISTER 
Designs often need interrupt signals for various 
reasons; e.g., software can disable or enable various 
blocks of logic when an error occurs. An interrupt 
is a signal generated and sent to the processor by 

hardware or software indicating an event that needs 
attention. The processor responds to it by suspending 
its current activities, saving its state, and executing 
a program called an Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) 
to deal with the event. The event is temporary: after 
the completion of the ISR, the processor resumes 
execution from the previously saved state.

Designs also need "halt signals" to halt the processor 
(i.e., idle state) at its normal completion of the 
program until the next interrupt is fired. Mostly used 
in debugging the processor, a halt signal is generated 
by external devices.

For a design to generate an interrupt signal, it must 
contain a set of registers that provide some logic for 
generating interrupts. These registers are identified 
as status, pending, enable, and mask register. 

The status register saves/holds/contains the interrupt, 
which indicates whether an interrupt exists or not. 
This register has read and write permissions from the 
software side, but on the hardware side it is only a 
read with write 1 to clear.

The enable register is a gate for the propagation of 
interrupts inside the design. This register is readable 
and writeable from the software or hardware side.

The pending register contains the update of the 
interrupt as to whether an interrupt is active or not. 
The pending register is ANDing of status and enables 
register.

The mask register is used to disable the register 
interrupt. It works just the opposite of the enable 
register. If the mask register bit is high, then the 
interrupt is disabled.

The priority of mask and enable registers is user-
defined or application based. The interrupts are 
processed in channel form; i.e., a corresponding  
bit of each of the above registers indicates one 
channel of an interrupt.

Application: Interrupts are used in various design 
applications; such as disk I/O, debug, power-off,  
and system timers.

RegA1[31:0]

RegA2[31:0]

RegA [95:64]   (trigger) [63:32] [31:0]
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LOCK REGISTER 
The software writes access of a register or a register 
field can be locked based on the value of another 
register field. Or it can be locked based on an 
expression consisting of different register fields or 
some external signal declared as input in the signals 
table. Such a register for which the write access is 
locked is a "lock register."

The locked register can be locked through an 
expression of multiple registers or fields. If the 
expression is true, then the register, which is 
otherwise a read-write register, becomes read-only.

In the diagram above, there are two registers: RegA 
and RegB. By using the lock concept, RegB is locked 
by the data of RegA with a logic function. The lock 
logic is dependent on the data of RegA. So RegA is 
limiting the access of RegB register.

Application: Some complex designs where one 
register’s data affects another’s control logic. 

TRIPLE MODULAR  
REDUNDANCY REGISTER 
Corrupted data in critical applications can lead to a 
disaster. Designers need to be proactive in ensuring 
accurate and correct data for mission critical designs. 
Sometimes they must add extra code to prevent 
this data corruption. If the registers already have a 
mechanism to prevent this corruption, then designers 
can be sure to have a failsafe design. 

Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) is a mitigation 
technique to protect digital logic from a Single Event 
Update (SEU). It is a voting concept for resolving 
errors in the design.

The output of the above design is dependent on two 
or more of the same input signals; hence this is called 
a voting system. Here we have three registers to do 
the same task with the registers’ data being I1, I2, 
and I3. All registers are derived from the same input 
signal and then a logic is added for voting the data of 
registers before its output goes to the other design’s 
fan-in.

Application: TMR is used in mission-critical 
applications such as space (satellite) and defense 
(missile). 

CONCLUSION 
Design and verification engineers can use complex 
addressable registers in a simple way to resolve 
their problems related to design (RTL) and testbench 
(UVM) complexity. Special complex registers provide 
easy, abbreviated code and a convenient solution 
to create designs that are accurate and correct by 
construction.

We simulated our designs using Mentor’s Questa® 
10.7 and found it helpful, proficient, easy to use, 
and easy to maintain. I personally like the dataflow 
window, which helps in debugging.

Figure 2: Read-Write Register

Figure 3: Design Ouput
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It is important that certain timing endpoints on a 
design are safe from glitches. For example, it is 
necessary that an asynchronous reset never have 
a glitch that momentarily resets a flop. It is also 
necessary that multi-cycle paths are safe from 
glitches, i.e., it should not be the case that while a 
cycle accurate simulation of the RTL shows correct 
multi-cycle behavior, once delays are accounted for 
a glitch can propagate along the path resulting in a 
single-cycle path.

Traditionally, engineers have verified that a design 
is safe from glitches with delay-annotated gate-
level simulation. There are several issues with this 
approach – it only confirms that there is no glitch for 
specific delay values and it happens late in the design 
cycle, i.e., it is late and incomplete. What engineers 
want is to establish, once their RTL is frozen, that it 
is impossible for certain timing endpoints to glitch 
regardless of the final gate-level implementation and 
circuit delays. They want to make sure that they have 
ensured safety from glitches by design.

In this article we present an approach to establish 
that a design is glitch-safe using the same collateral 
that is provided as input to logic synthesis – RTL and 
SDC constraints – no other input is required by the 
flow. Where possible, formal techniques are used to 
establish that an endpoint is glitch safe. When formal 
techniques do not prove that an endpoint is glitch-
safe, assertions are automatically generated and 
provided as input to RTL simulation. Engineers review 
simulation assertion failures and resolve issues by 
fixing their RTL. If an assertion fails then an endpoint 
is at risk of glitching and an RTL change is required. 
The benefit of this approach is that it is complete 
(assuming simulation coverage is reasonable), 
happens early in the design cycle (not close to 
tapeout) and there is no noise (bogus problems are 
not reviewed by designers). We present results from 
the application of this approach on real designs.

GLITCHES 
Consider the simple two-input and gate shown in 
Figure 1. If, at the rising edge of a clock, A rises and 
B falls then the final value on the output Z stays low. 
A cycle-accurate simulation would show the value of 
Z remaining unchanged (it was low in the previous 
clock-cycle and stays low in the current clock-cycle).  
If, however, once circuit delays are accounted for,  
B falls after A rises then the output Z will momentarily 
glitch high.

An and-gate can create a glitch-high and an or-gate 
can similarly create a glitch-low. Further, an and-gate 
can propagate a glitch (either glitch-high or glitch-
low) on one of its inputs, if its other inputs are high. 
Similarly, an or-gate can propagate a glitch on one 
of its inputs if its other inputs are low. In general, any 
multi-input gate (MIG) can, based on circuit delay, 
create a glitch and this glitch can then propagate 
forward through a design. In this article we focus on 
two situations where glitches can cause silicon failure:

1) Glitches that momentarily assert  
asynchronous resets

2) Glitches that invalidate multi-cycle  
path specifications 

Glitches on Asynchronous Resets 
Consider the circuit shown in Figure 2. The clrz pin 
is an asynchronous reset on a flop. When this pin 
is low the flop is reset. It is critical that the clrz pin 
never glitch-low – if it were to do so then the flop 
would momentarily reset and this would result in 
circuit failure. The clrz pin, however, is driven by 

RTL Glitch Verification  
by Ajay Daga, Naveen Battu — FishTail Design Automation, Inc. 

Figure 1: Glitch on an And-Gate
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multiple MIGs that could all create a glitch and so 
closer inspection is required to establish that the 
pin is safe from a glitch-low situation. The MIGs that 
are shaded green in the figure can never create a 
glitch of the required polarity and so they are not 
an issue. For example, the nand-gate U13 would 
need to glitch-high for a glitch-low to propagate to 
clrz and nand-gates can only create a glitch-low. So, 
U13 cannot cause an issue. The gates shown in red, 
however, could create a glitch of the appropriate 
polarity and this glitch could propagate to the clrz 

pin. For example, as shown 
in Figure 3, U246/Z will glitch 
low if POK10_1P8 is low and 
if the falling transition on 
POK10_OUT_1P8 happens 
after the rising transition on 
POKEN10_1P8. This glitch will 
then propagate through to 
U243/Z if the other side-inputs 
to this gate are both high, 
through U33/Z if the other 
side-input to this gate is low, 
through U13/Z if the other 
side-input of this gate is high, 
eventually causing the clrz pin 
to glitch low. For this circuit to 
be safe from silicon failure the 
situation just described must 
never happen.

Glitches on Multi-Cycle Paths 
Consider the circuit shown in 
Figure 4 where an engineer 
has specified a two-cycle hold 
multi-cycle path (MCP) through 
data. This MCP specification 
requires that data not transition 
immediately after the rising 
edge of cclk – instead any 
transition on data must happen 
a clock cycle after cclk rises. 
The data net is driven by an 
or-gate and a cycle accurate 
simulation, shown in Figure 5, 
shows that the output of the 
or-gate stays stable for a clock-
cycle after cclk rises. However, 
at the time that cclk rises both 

the flops (start_input_write and write_inflight) that 
drive the or-gate transition. If the write_inflight falling 
transition happens after the start_input_write rising 
transition then data will glitch, as shown in Figure 
6, and this glitch invalidates the single-cycle MCP 
specification (data does not, after all, stay stable for 
a clock-cycle after the cclk rises). As STA will time the 
path with the MCP specification in place this glitch 
could easily cause a silicon issue.

Figure 2: Glitches on Asynchronous Resets

Figure 3: Waveform Showing Glitch Creation and Propagation  
to an Asynchronous Reset.
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DELAY ANNOTATED GATE-LEVEL 
SIMULATION CANNOT RELIABLY 
CATCH GLITCH ISSUES 
Engineers address the issue of glitches by relying 
on delay-annotated gate-level simulation. There 
are several issues with this approach. Gate-level 
simulation happens late in the design cycle, close to 
tape-out. That is far too late to be catching an issue 
whose fix almost always requires an RTL change. It is 
also well acknowledged that given the long runtimes 
of gate-level simulation, regression coverage is much 
worse as compared to RTL simulation. So, it is easily 
possible that the simulation vector required to create 
a glitch and have it propagate to the endpoint is not 
covered by gate-level simulation. Finally, the most 
fundamental flaw with gate-level simulation is that it 
is testing a circuit under a specific delay assignment 
(minimum, nominal, or maximum). However, circuit 

delays vary within the minimum/maximum 
range and it is trivially possible for gate-level 
simulation to not see a glitch because it did 
not simulate the range of possible delay 
values, just specific values within this range. 
For example, consider that the delays for 
the transitions at the input of the and-gate in 
Figure 1 are such that A has delays of (2:4:6) 
for (min:typ:max) and B has delays of (1:3:5). 
If the design is simulated at min, typ and max 
corners B always falls before A rises and no 
glitch is generated at the output of the and-
gate. However, it is possible for the delay 
on B to be 4, while the delay on A is 2 (these 
delay assignments are within the specified 
range of delays for A and B) and the output 
of the and-gate could glitch.

Simulating a design at specific delay values 
to catch glitches is seriously flawed. A small 
perturbation in the implementation can 
easily change the delay characteristics of a 
design resulting in a glitch. It’s not realistic 
to repeatedly run gate-level simulation every 
time there is a small change in place and 
route. Fundamentally, there is no guarantee 
that a glitch issue will be caught by gate-
level simulations because of how incomplete 
this approach is and even if the issue is 
caught it is painful to make RTL changes 
when a project is close to tapeout. 

FISHTAIL’S GLITCH VERIFICATION 
METHODOLOGY 
FishTail’s approach to glitch verification is focused 
on answering the following question: is my design 
safe from glitches regardless of the final gate-level 
implementation and its circuit delays, i.e., as long my 
gate-level netlist is logically equivalent to the RTL can 
I, at the RTL, establish that the design is safe from 
glitches and not revisit this analysis as implementation 
progresses.

The FishTail glitch verification flow, shown in Figure 
7, takes as input synthesizable RTL and the SDC 
constraints for a design – the same collateral that 
is provided as input to logic synthesis. The tool 
identifies all the timing endpoints on the design that 

Figure 4: Glitch on Multi-Cycle Path

Figure 5: Cycle Accurate Simulation Shows No Glitch

Figure 6: Delay-Annotated Simulation Shows Glitch.
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need to be glitch-safe. These are the asynchronous 
resets on flops and any timing exceptions (false 
and multi-cycle paths) whose endpoints need to be 
checked for glitches. A user can manually add to the 
list of endpoints that will be checked for glitches. For 
each endpoint the tool establishes whether a glitch 
of a certain polarity is not permitted (asynchronous 
resets for example should not glitch at the reset 
assertion level) or whether both glitch-low and glitch-
high are not permitted (endpoints associated with 
timing exceptions).

For each timing endpoint that needs to be glitch 
safe the tool establishes all the MIGs that drive this 
endpoint. For the circuits in Figures 2 and 4, the MIGs 
are shown in either red or green. At each MIG the tool 
establishes whether a glitch of the desired polarity 
can be generated. Depending on the cell-type some 
MIGs cannot create a glitch of the desired polarity. 
Nothing more needs to be done with these MIGs. For 
the MIGs for which a glitch can be created the tool 
establishes if the condition required to propagate 
the glitch to the endpoint can ever be satisfied. This 
is done by formally computing the Boolean condition 
for a transition on the MIG output to propagate to the 
endpoint. If the propagation condition evaluates to 0, 
then the glitch cannot propagate.  

After weeding out the MIGs that cannot create 
a glitch of the required polarity (the ones shown 
in green in Figure 2) and those that are unable to 
propagate the glitch to the endpoint the tool is left 
with MIGs that could potentially cause a silicon issue 
depending on the sequential behavior of the design. 

Whether or not there is an issue 
is a function of the cone of 
logic that drives the MIG and 
whether this logic can cause the 
appropriate transitions at the 
input of the MIG and then allow 
these transitions to propagate 
to the endpoint. Formal closure 
of the verification process for 
such MIGs typically requires an 
engineer to provide additional 
input to the tool that constrains 
how the logic cones are driven. 
Providing such input takes 
time, requires the RTL owner 
to review formal verification 

results and is a painful, cumbersome and error-prone 
process. Typically, this is where any momentum 
established from using a tool comes to a grinding 
halt.

FishTail’s glitch verification methodology, on the other 
hand, does not require any additional input from 
an engineer, nor does it require an RTL designer to 
spend time reviewing formal failures, constraining 
the formal tool, etc. For any MIG that does not pass 
formal proof the tool generates an assertion that 
states the property that must hold for the MIG to not 
cause a glitch at the endpoint. This is a functional 
property that the design must satisfy to be safe from 
glitches for any and all delay values. An example 
assertion, for U246/Z in Figure 2, is shown below in 
Figure 8.

Figure 7: FishTail Glitch Verification Flow

// Glitch propagation condition: 
//  ( !U34/y && synchronizer_reset_tamper/Inst_2/q && U244/y 
&& U245/y && !U240/y)
// Launch Clock: CLK_1P8 (rise)
// Startpoint: (pin) U246/y
// Endpoint: reset_tamper_dig1_reg
// Glitch Low
// Assertion:
module u__4 (input bit clk_0, input bit clk_1, input bit v37, 
input bit v38, input bit v39, input bit v19, input bit v21, input bit 
v26, input bit v27, input bit v41);
   property e__4;
        @(negedge clk_0 or posedge clk_1) `FT_DISABLE  

Code snippet continued on following page.
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The FishTail formal tool does not synthesize RTL to 
gates – it does not perform its formal analysis on the 
synthesized gate-level representation of the design. 
Instead, formal verification is performed at the RTL 
level and so the assertions generated by the tool 
refer to RTL nets. This allows compact assertions to 
be generated that are easily integrated into an RTL 
simulator – the tool is working on the same model of 
the design as a simulator. Bind statements accompany 
the assertion so that integrating the assertions into 
an RTL simulation environment simply requires 
compiling the assertion file generated by FishTail 
along with the rest of the RTL for the design. No 
delay information is required when performing RTL 
simulation with FishTail generated assertions to verify 
if a design is glitch-safe. A cycle accurate simulation 

is sufficient. The assertions test whether it is possible 
for a glitch to be generated (highlighted in yellow 
in Figure 8), and then for the glitch to propagate to 
the endpoint (highlighted in blue in Figure 8). If both 
are possible then the assertion fails and an engineer 
reviews the failing assertion using debug strategies 
that he is already familiar with. If the assertions 
pass and the testbench coverage for the design is 
reasonable then the engineers can be confident that 
their design is safe from glitches regardless of how 
the RTL is implemented. The impact of synthesis 
transformations (on mux structures for example)  
is automatically handled by the tool so that there  
is no need to revisit this verification on the 
synthesized netlist.

 
SUMMARY 
Glitches that propagate to points on the design where 
they should not can cause silicon failure. Identifying 
that a design is safe from such glitches is an essential 
aspect of pre-silicon validation. The dominant 
approach to glitch verification in the industry today 
relies on gate-level simulation. This approach is 
woefully inadequate because it happens late in the 
design flow, gate-level simulation coverage is poor 
and simulating the design with specific delay values in 
the hope that it will throw up a glitch is naïve. FishTail’s 
solution to the problem requires an input collateral 
that is readily available (RTL and SDC) and establishes 
if a design is safe from glitches for any and all circuit 
delay. Most importantly, this approach leverages RTL 
simulation, so that RTL designers are not required 
to constrain a formal tool, or learn the debug 
environment that accompanies a formal tool. Instead, 
they simply review simulation assertion failures using 
techniques they are already familiar with.

        (( $rose( v37 ) && `FT_IS_HI( v38 ) && $fell( v39 ) ) || 
         ( $fell( v37 ) && `FT_IS_HI( v38 ) && $rose( v39 ) )) |-> 
        (!( `FT_IS_LO( v19 ) && `FT_IS_HI( v21 ) && `FT_IS_HI( v26 ) 
        &&  
        `FT_IS_HI( v27 ) && `FT_IS_LO( v41 ) ));
   endproperty

   `FT_DISPLAY_CHECKED(display("BBTM_STM_CTRL18__4 
   glitch checked"))

   _4: assert property(e__4) display_checked; else 
$warning("BBTM_STM_CTRL18__4 glitch failed");

endmodule
bind BBTM_STM_CTRL18 u__4 sva_u__4(.clk_0(CLK_1P8), 
.clk_1(CLK_1P8), .v37(poken10_1p8_int_reg.q), .v38(U260.y), 
.v39(pok10_1p8_int_reg.q), .v19(U34.y), .v21(synchronizer_reset_
tamper.Inst_2.q), .v26(U244.y), .v27(U245.y), .v41(U240.y));

Figure 8: Example Assertion  
Generated to Test Glitch Safety
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RISC-V is a new ISA (Instruction Set Architecture) 
that introduces high level of flexibility into processor 
architecture design, and enables processor 
implementations tailored for applications in a variety 
of domains, from embedded systems, IoT, and 
high-end mobile phones to warehouse-scale cloud 
computers. The downside of this extent of flexibility 
is the verification effort that must be devoted to all 
variants of the RISC-V cores. In this article, Codasip 
and Mentor aim to describe their methodology of 
effective verification of RISC-V processors, based on 
a combination of standard techniques, such as UVM 
and emulation, and new concepts that focus on the 
specifics of the RISC-V verification, such as configura- 
tion layer, golden predictor model, and FlexMem 
approach.

 
INTRODUCTION 
RISC-V is a free-to-use and open ISA developed at 
the University of California, Berkeley, now officially 
supported by the RISC-V Foundation [1][2]. It was 
originally designed for research and education, but 
it is currently being adopted by many commercial 
implementations similar to ARM cores. The flexibility 
is reflected in many ISA extensions. In addition to 
basic Integer (“I”/”E”) ISA, many instruction extensions 
are supported, including multiplication and division 
extension (“M”), compressed instructions extension 
(“C”), atomic operations extension (“A”), floating-point 
extension (“F”), floating-point with double-precision 
(“D”), floating-point with quad-precision (“Q”), and 
others. By their combination, more than 100 viable 
ISAs can be created.

Codasip is a company that delivers RISC-V IP cores, 
internally named Codix Berkelium (Bk). In contrast 
to the standard design flow, as defined for example 

in [3][4], the design flow utilized by Codasip is 
highly automated, see Fig. 1. Codasip describes 
processors at a higher abstraction level using an 
architecture description language called CodAL. 
Each processor is described by two CodAL models, 
the instruction-accurate (IA) model, and the cycle-
accurate (CA) model. The IA model describes the 
syntax and semantics of the instructions and their 
functional behavior without any micro-architectural 
details. To complement, the CA model describes 
micro-architectural details such as pipelines, 
decoding, timing, etc. From these two CodAL 
models, Codasip tools can automatically generate 
SDK tools (assembler, linker, C-compiler, simulators, 
profilers, debuggers) together with RTL and UVM 
verification environments, as described in [5]. In UVM, 
the IA model is used as a golden predictor model, 
and the RTL generated from the CA model is used 
as the Design Under Test (DUT). Such high level of 
automation allows for very fast exploration of the 
design space, producing a unique processor IP with 
all the software tools in minutes.

This article aims to demonstrate that the flexibility of 
RISC-V ISA presents benefits as well as challenges, 
namely in verification. We will show how to overcome 
these challenges with a suitable verification strategy, 
comprising several stages (described in separate 
sections of the article):

1. Defining a configuration layer for RISC-V design 
and verification to check all possible variants

2. Defining a golden predictor model based  
on an ISA simulator to decrease RTL-simulation 
overhead

3. Utilizing emulation environment and FlexMem 
approach to effectively perform all test suites
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DEFINING A CONFIGURATION 
LAYER FOR RISC-V DESIGN  
AND VERIFICATION 
Considering the possible number of RISC-V core 
variants, it is not practical to manually implement and 
maintain all corresponding RTL representations and 
UVM environments. Automation is advisable, its type 
depending on the configuration variability of RISC-V 
cores. This article will present three options.

For demonstration purposes, we will use two different 
configurations of Codasip Berkelium processor:

a)  bk3-32IM-pd
b)  bk3-32IMC-pd 

“I”, “M”, and “C” stand for standard RISC-V instruction 
extensions as defined in Section I, “p” signifies 
enabled hardware parallel multiplier, and “d” 
enabled JTAG debugging. The difference between 
the presence and absence of the multiplication 
and division extension (“M”) in the Bk processor 
configuration practically only consists in the number 
of supported instructions. From the RTL and UVM 
point of view, this means that the existing RTL 
modules are longer, and the instruction decoder is 
more complicated. However, when the compressed 
instructions extension (“C”) is enabled, many new 
logic blocks are added to the RTL together with a 
new dedicated instructions decoder. This requires 
compiling additional RTL files that will describe these 
new logic blocks. From the UVM point of view, a new 
UVM agent for the compressed instructions decoder 
needs to be compiled and properly connected to the 
rest of the UVM environment.

1. The first option 
is to place the 
configuration 
layer at the 
beginning of the 
automation flow. 
Codasip does so 
by inserting the 
configuration 
string into the 
high-level CodAL 
description; see 

an example of a GUI configuration entry in Codasip 
Studio (the processor development environment) in 
Fig. 2. As you can see, the configuration text string 
consists of three parts divided by dashes. The first 
part specifies the name of the processor and the 
number of pipeline stages. The second part contains 
the used ISA extensions, and the last part specifies 
optional hardware extensions.

a. bk3-32IM-pd: When considering bk3-32IM-pd 
configuration string in Codasip Studio (Fig. 2), the 
defined processor model will have three pipeline 
stages and 32-bit word-width support. It will con- 
tain base integer instructions (“I”), instructions for 
multiplication and division (“M”), and it will have two 
hardware extensions – parallel multiplier (“p”) and 
JTAG debug interface (“d”). Other settings, such as 
memory size or caches enabled, can be found in the 
options table. Once the configuration is complete, it 
is possible to automatically generate RTL and UVM for 
this specific configuration with a single click.

 

Figure 1: Codasip's Flow of Generating SDK, RTL, Reference Models,  
and UVM Verification Environment.

Figure 2: bk3-32IM-pd Configuration  
in Codasip Studio.
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b. bk3-32IMC-pd: When using the configuration 
layer in Codasip Studio, no overhead is created by 
enabling the compressed instructions extension 
(“C”) in the bk3-32IMC-pd configuration (Fig. 3). 
The only action needed is rebuilding of the RTL and 
UVM environments so that they reflect the change in 
configuration.

2. The second option, suitable for manually written 
RTLs and verification environments, is to implement 
RTL and UVM that can be configured by ifdef 
constructs and related scripts. With this method, only 
one RTL and one verification environment for multiple 
RISC-V core variants are needed.

a. bk3-32IM-pd: To compile the source files, we use 
the compiler define options that are common for 
RTL and UVM, as seen in Fig. 4. Code snippets in 
Example 1 show that the configurable extensions 
are enclosed in their specific define parts. For 
example, “M” instructions are enclosed in `ifdef 
EXTENSION_M in the decoder.svh file. Only when this 
file is compiled with +define+EXTENSION_M, the “M” 
instructions will be recognized by the decoder. The 
same applies to the part of the example related to 
coverage. Thus, the principle of this method allows for 

configuring the UVM environment during compilation 
before each individual verification run. Furthermore, 
it makes for easier extending of the UVM environment 
with new ISA or hardware extensions.

Example 1: Code snippets with ifdef parts  
for bk3-32IM-pd configuration:

Figure 4: Compilation of All Files with Defines

Figure 3: bk3-32IMC-pd Configuration  
in Codasip Studio

/* Decoder description
 * file: codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_decoder.svh
 */

// enumeration code for every decoded instruction 
typedef enum {
     add_, 
     and_,
     ...
     } m_instruction;

// “M” instructions
`ifdef EXTENSION_M
typedef enum 
     { mul_, 
     mulh_,
     ...
     } m_instruction_ext_m;
`endif

/* UVM Instructions decoder coverage collection
 * file: decoder_coverage.sv
 */

// Covergroup definition
covergroup FunctionalCoverage( string inst );

     cvp_instructions : coverpoint m_transaction_h.m_instruction { 
          illegal_bins unknown_instruction = {UNKNOWN};
         option.comment = "Coverpoint for decoded instructions. 
                                                Unknown instruction is considered  
                                                as illegal.";
     }

     `ifdef EXTENSION_M
     cvp_instructions_ext_m : coverpoint m_transaction_h.m_ 
          instruction_ext_m { illegal_bins unknown_instruction = 
          {UNKNOWN};
          option.comment = "Cover-point for decoded instructions  
                                                 for M extension. Unknown instruction  
                                                 is considered as illegal.";
     }
     `endif
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b. bk3-32IMC-pd: When adding the “C” extension, 
it is vital to ensure that an additional agent for the 
compressed instructions decoder will be compiled 
and connected. As shown in Example 2, `ifdef 
EXTENSION_C allows compiling the agent package 
which contains all agent files for compressed 
instructions decoder in compile.tcl file, binding the 
agent to the RTL signals of the processor in dut.sv  
file and registering it into the UVM configuration 
database in the UVM environment env.sv file.

 Example 2: Code snippets with ifdef parts for  
bk3-32IMC-pd configuration:

 

3. The third option is to use the standard means 
of UVM for configuration (uvm_config_db, see [6]). 
This option is similar to using ifdef (second option 
presented in this article), but it is limited to the UVM 
environment.

a. bk3-32IM-pd: As indicated by the code snippet in 
Example 3, enabling of the “M” instruction extension 
is reflected by the extension_M parameter which 

/* Environment registration to UVM configuration database
 * file: codix_berkelium_ca_env.svh
 */

// main sub-components used to collect instruction coverage 
codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent m_codix_berkelium_
ca_core_dec_t_agent_dut_h;

`ifdef EXTENSION_C 
codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_agent 
m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_
agent_dut_h;
`endif

uvm_config_db #( codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_ 
config )::set( this,  
     "m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_dut_h*", 
     "codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_config", 
        m_cfg_h.m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_ 
        config_dut_h );

m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_dut_h =  
codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent::type_id::create(  
"m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_dut_h", this );

`ifdef EXTENSION_C
uvm_config_db #( codix_berkelium_ca_core_
decompressor_16b32b_t_agent_config
)::set( this,
     "m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_ 
       agent_dut_h*",  
     "codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_ 
       agent_config",
     m_cfg_h.m_codix_berkelium_ca_core  decompressor_ 
     16b32b_t_agent_config_dut_h );

m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_
agent_dut_h = 
codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_
agent::type_id::create( 
"m_codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_
agent_dut_h", this );
`endif

/* Compile script
 * file: compile.tcl
 */

# UVM packages, interfaces and probes compilation 
compile_fve_source ${LIBRARY} [list \
...
     [file join agents codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent 
sv_codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_pkg.sv] \

     # Compilation of compressed instructions decoder
     `ifdef EXTENSION_C
     [file join agents codix_berkelium_ca_core_ 
     decompressor_16b32b_t_agent 
sv_codix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_
agent_pkg.sv] \
  `endif

/* Interconnection of probes and RTL modules
 * file: dut.sv
 */

bind HDL_DUT_U.codix_berkelium.core.dec 
icodix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_probe probe(
     .ACT(ACT),
     .codasip_param_0(codasip_param_0)
);
// binding of compressed instructions decoder
`ifdef EXTENSION_C
bind HDL_DUT_U.codix_berkelium.core.decompressor_16b32b 
icodix_berkelium_ca_core_decompressor_16b32b_t_probe 
probe(
     .ACT(ACT),
     .codasip_param_0(codasip_param_0)
);
`endif
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is saved into the UVM configuration database. It is 
then possible to obtain its value by calling the get 
function from a specific part of the UVM environment 
(the coverage file, for example), and then use it for 
creating new objects.

Example 3: Code snippet with uvm_config_db 
example for bk3-32IM-pd configuration:

b. bk3-32IMC-pd: When we applied the uvm_config_
db procedure to the configuration with “C” extension 
enabled, we encountered difficulties with connecting 
the additional agent and compiling the source files. 
That tells us that this method is suitable for ISA or 
hardware extensions that extend the functions of the 
processor without additional logic files that need to 
be compiled and connected.

For the comparison of all above-mentioned 
configuration methods, we summarized the 
main advantages and disadvantages in Table 1, 
"Advantages and Disadvantages of the  
Configuration Methods"
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DEFINING A GOLDEN PREDICTOR 
MODEL BASED ON AN  
ISA SIMULATOR 
An ISA simulator, or an instruction simulator, is used 
to execute the instruction stream. High performance 
is achieved by omitting micro-architectural 
implementation details. The simulator is usually 
implemented in C/C++/SystemC, and represents the 
reference functionality [7].

Codasip generates an ISA simulator from the high-
level instruction-accurate CodAL model as part of 
their automation flow. The ISA simulator is also used 
as a golden predictor model in UVM verification, 
meaning that the RTL processor model (DUV) 
generated from the high-level cycle-accurate CodAL 
model is verified against it. There are some obstacles 
to this approach, such as the asynchronous nature of 
the C++ ISA model (RTL is cycle-accurate), resolved 
by memory loaders that can load a program to the 
program memory consistently in RTL and C++ – after 
that, both are running on their own speed. Result 
comparison is handled by buffering the outputs of 
the faster component: when data is present in both 

/* Decoder agent configuration
 *  file: codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_agent_config.svh
 */

// uvm_config_db configuration and set 
function void set_decoder_config_params();
     //set configuration info 
     decoder = new();

     decoder.extension_M = 1;
     ...
     uvm_config_db #(decoder_config)::set( this, "*" , 
     " decoder_config" , decoder ); 
endfunction

/* Decoder agent coverage
 *  file: codix_berkelium_ca_core_dec_t_coverage.svh
 */

// Decoder uvm_config_db get and use example 
decoder_config dec_config;
if( !uvm_config_db #( decoder_config )::get( this , "" , "decoder_
config" , dec_config ) ) begin
          `uvm_error(...)
end
...
cvp_instructions : coverpoint m_transaction_h.m_
instruction{…}
if( m_config.extension_M ) begin
     cvp_instructions_ext_m : coverpoint m_transaction_ 
     h.m_instruction_ext_m {…}
end

Pros Cons

Configuration set at 
higher abstraction 
level and RTL +  
UVM are generated

Easy setting 
of desired 
configuration, 
better readability of 
generated source 
files, and very fast 

The generated 
RTL + UVM are 
dedicated just 
to one processor 
configuration

Ifdefs for manually 
written RTL and  
UVM files

Support of 
multiple processor 
configurations 

Worse readability of 
code in source files

uvm_config_db  
for manually  
written UVM files

Support of 
multiple processor 
configurations in 
UVM source files

Worse readability 
of code in source 
files. Limited only 
to UVM 
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the golden predictor model FIFO and the DUV  
FIFO in Scoreboard, comparison is executed.

In the Codasip automation flow, assembling the 
UVM verification environment including the golden 
predictor model is much faster than in the standard 
flow, when all components are written manually.  
Time savings on the verification work are counted  
in man-months. 

UTILIZING EMULATION 
ENVIRONMENT AND FLEXMEM 
APPROACH TO EFFECTIVELY 
PERFORM TESTS  
Getting a viable golden predictor model is, however, 
only the first step. The second important criterion 
is simulation runtime. Flexibility of the RISC-V ISA 
allows for implementing tens of viable processor 
RISC-V micro-architectures. For example, at Codasip 
we are currently working with 48 variants of RISC-V. 
Considering that each of these micro-architecture is 
verified by at least 10,000 programs of around 500 
instructions (C-programs, benchmarks, randomly 
generated assembler programs), the verification 
runtime is enormous. To handle the effort, we di- 
vided the verification runtime into phases. In the first 
phase, we run suitable program representatives in 
RTL simulation, benefiting from very good debugging 
capabilities of the simulator. In the second phase, 
after debugging, we run the rest of the programs 
(mainly random ones) in the emulation environment.

The main drawback of RTL simulation is the inability 
to perform tasks in parallel. A good solution is to 
use emulation and exploit inherent parallelism 
in real hardware environment. Many papers and 
books have already been published that present the 
possible runtime improvements, for example [8]; our 
goal in this article is to show how verification of the 
RISC-V processors in particular can benefit from the 
emulation environment.

Our path of porting quite complex UVM environment 
for Berkelium processors to the Veloce® emulator [9] 
was not straightforward; based on our experience, we 
defined the following recommendations.

1. We started by comparing pure simulation and 
pure emulation environment runtimes. This means 
that we measured time of loading a specific program 
to the program part of the memory and the runtime 
of evaluating this program on the RISC-V Berkelium 
processor in UVM in Questa® RTL simulator, and 
the runtime of evaluating the same program on the 
Berkelium processor located on the emulator. In 
this case, we used a very simple emulator top-level 
module which instantiates the Berkelium processor. 
At the beginning, the program is loaded, and by 
deactivating the processor’s RESET signal it starts 
processing the program. A simple comparison of 
this type clearly indicates the maximum emulation 
performance for a specific DUV, as no software 
counterparts are slowing it down. In addition, it is 
also possible to estimate the benefits of using the 
emulator for a specific project. For example, we 
estimated that we can achieve at least 100 times 
verification acceleration when using the emulator.

2. As a second step, we recommend creating two 
top-levels: the emulator top-level module and the 
testbench top-level module. The emulator top-
level module instantiates the Berkelium processor, 
and the testbench top-level module contains a 
simple SystemVerilog class with two pipes to start 
processing programs and detect the end (it also 
initiates comparison of the content of registers to 
the reference content, which is for now done by a 
simple diff, so no golden predictor model is used 
in this phase). This approach makes it possible to 
run more programs on the processor and detect 
first bottlenecks. For example, we found out that 
processing the programs is very fast, but loading new 
programs is ineffective and decreases the emulation 
performance 25 times. To eliminate this problem, 
we used FlexMem blocks later in the process, as 
described in the next section of this article.

3. Finally, it is recommended to connect all UVM 
objects you intend to use into the testbench top-
level module, as they usually add some additional 
bottlenecks. We connected SystemVerilog programs 
loader, Codasip C++ ISA simulator as the reference 
model, one active UVM agent to drive processor’s 
input ports and read the decoded instructions 
(important for measuring instruction coverage and 
instruction sequences coverage), and passive UVM 
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agents for reading the transactions on buses, content 
of architectural registers, and content of memory, 
as these are compared to the reference results 
originating from the reference model. The emulation 
performance decreased so much that we started 
with profiling in Questa® as well as in the emulator. 
The result was that FlexMem blocks are very effective 
for loading programs from software to the emulator, 
however, we had to implement so-called “transactors” 
[x] for driving processor’s input ports from the active 
UVM agent, for monitoring decoded instructions 
from the processor, and for detecting the end of the 
program. We also realized that having the golden 
predictor model and Scoreboard comparison as part 
of the software testbench is not effective, as moving 
the content of transactions, registers and memories 
between the emulation top-level and the testbench 
top-level negatively impacts the performance. Thus 
we decided to locate the predictor outside of the test-
bench top-level and to leave it up to the emulation 
top-level to trigger the results comparison by the diff 
tool when the end of the program is detected. This 
means that the golden predictor model is running in 
parallel to the emulation, and we used dumping of 
DUV as well as reference data resources from both 
the golden predictor model and from the processor 
located in the emulator. For illustration of the result- 
ant environment, see Fig. 5, below.

We achieved the results shown in Table 2 below,  
"Emulation Performance Results", by employing the 
three mentioned steps. The current version achieves 
25.6x acceleration, but we are working on further 
optimizations including data aggregation on the 
testbench and on the emulation side, and measuring 
instruction coverage on the emulator directly.

 

Figure 5: Codasip UVM Ported to the Veloce® Emulator

Average runtime 
for 1 program 

in seconds (~100 
000 instructions)

Acceleration 
achieved

Pure simulation-
based verification 
vs. pure emula- 
tion-based 
verification

128 (simulation) 
1.28 (emulation) 

100 ×

Emulation-based 
verification with 
simple test-bench 
and pipes

32 4 ×

Emulation-based 
verification with 
UVM, FlexMem 
and external ISA 
simulator

20 25.6x 
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SUMMARY 
This article covered three topics that result from the 
flexibility of RISC-V IP cores. The first topic described 
usage of the configuration layer, and was divided 
into three sub-parts. The first part introduced the 
automation flow used in the processor development 
environment called Codasip Studio. This flow 
enables the user to simply input desired supported 
configuration, and the Studio automatically generates 
all the tools needed for verification and application 
development.

The second part explained the usage of defines in 
RTL and UVM files. This part showed that the user 
can have multiple configurations implemented in 
one package of source files. This is possible thanks to 
compiler defines allowing to mark parts of the code 
that are specific to individual processor extensions.

The third part elaborated on the procedure of using 
a UVM configuration database. The advantage of 
this approach is the integrated configuration in UVM 
itself. As it is restricted to UVM files, RTL needs to only 
include files for one configuration at a time.

We transformed a pure simulation-based UVM 
environment into an emulation environment 
employing the best practices, and measured the 
acceleration results. In cooperation with Mentor, 
we identified parts of the processor that required 
specific treatment to exploit the full emulation 
performance. Excluding the predictor model from 
UVM, implementing transactors, and utilizing diff 
comparison outside the UVM allowed us to remove 
a significant part of the DPI layer and decrease the 
burden of data transfers between software and the 
emulation environment. Also, utilizing FlexMem 
approach when loading programs to the program 
memory proved to be less time-consuming than  
using pipes (readmemh and writememh functions) 
directly with emulator memory.
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